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To improve spectrum efficiency and increase link quality, the usage of antenna
array at the base station is a promising approach for the rapid growth of wireless communication. To take full advantage of the multiple antennas, spacetime signal processing techniques need to be developed. For these techniques,
a key aspect is the estimation of channel and channel parameters. Wireless signal
propagation often exhibits a specular multipath. The estimation of direction-ofarrival (DOA) and/or time delay can be improved by the underlying structure of
propagated signals. Improved channel estimation can result in improved signalto-noise ratio (SNR), channel equalization, co-channel interference rejection and
mobile localization. These in turn yield improved network performance.
In this thesis, we focus on the joint time delay and DOA estimation called
two-dimensional code acquisition. Two classic algorithms are exploited for twodimensional code acquisition. They are independent component analysis (ICA)
and eigenvalue-eigenvector training support (EV-t) algorithms. ICA is a high order statistical technique. The benefit of using ICA for two-dimensional code acquisition is that it can effectively combat the near-far problem. In this thesis, ICA
is further exploited for the fading problem. Before ICA is used to perform the
two-dimensional code acquisition, interfering signals are suppressed by a preprocessor. The developed EV-t algorithm is a subspace based method which relies on eigenvalue-eigenvector decomposition and training sequence support. It
mainly deals with the two-dimensional code acquisition in a high-correlated/coherent multi-path environment.
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1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Motivation
In communication systems, parameter estimation is a general pre-requisite task to
facilitate the recovery of transmitted data of each user. The conventional matched
filter (MF), maximum likelihood (ML) method, and subspace based methods etc.
are well known for estimating the unknown signal parameters [47]. Subspace
based methods are frequently considered as high resolution algorithms for parameter estimation. They are based on the eigen-decomposition of an array correlation matrix and formulate the parameter estimation in the signal or the noise
subspace. Initially, subspace based methods were extensively studied in a space
array model for directions-of-arrival (DOA) estimation. The instantaneous space
array model is given as
x( t ) = A( θ )s( t ) + n( t ) .

(1)

By introducing the data vector x(t) for the observed signals, and the source vector
s(t) for the source signals, the matrix A(θ ) denotes the array manifold. n(t) is the
additive noise.
With the rapidly growing popularity of wireless communication, directsequence code division multiple access (DS-CDMA) technique [42] [76] has been
exploited to improve spectrum utilization. As multiple users share the same frequency band, channel interferences, e.g. multiple access interference (MAI) and
inter-symbol interference (ISI), cause performance and capacity degradations. To
effectively reduce channel interferences, multiuser detectors [75] and conventional single user detectors, e.g. [46], with power control have been proposed.
The accurate temporal information, referred to as time delay, is the main prerequisite task for the detectors to suppress interferences [38] [39]. To completely
cancel channel interferences, smart antennas are also widely studied [1] [14] [28]
[32]. By exploiting the spatial structure of the received signals, a further interference suppression is performed. As a space-time array model is exploited [41],
the array response vector in the space array model is replaced by the space-time
response vector indexed by time delay and DOA. In this situation, joint time de-
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lay and DOA estimation, called two-dimensional code acquisition, can be seen.
The two-dimensional code acquisition is often mentioned to have a number of
advantages [48]:
1) It can provide more accurate information than only a temporal or spatial
parameter estimation,
2) when several set of parameters are estimated, the one associated with the
smallest delay is the most probable portable direction, and
3) as the space-time array model is explored, the space-time manifold can
be made into a a full rank matrix by increasing the number of antenna elements
and the processing gain. This leads to the situation that the number of received
signals can be significantly larger than the number of antenna elements.

1.2 Focuses of the thesis

Due to several essential benefits listed above, the scope of this thesis is to develop
and apply algorithms for two-dimensional code acquisition in the DS-CDMA array model.
In DS-CDMA communication systems, all users concurrently use the same
frequency band. The users are distinguished by assigning each user a unique
code sequence upon which the data sequence to be transmitted is overlayed.
Due to asynchronous transmission, the orthogonality among the users’ received
code sequences cannot in general be achieved. Hence, the inherent MAI problem
arises. In this thesis, one focus is on devoting algorithms for two-dimensional
code acquisition based on ICA, which mitigates the MAI problem.
In wireless communication systems, there are three distinct multipath propagation environments which can be classified as: uncorrelated, correlated, and coherent. A severe performance degradation can be caused by the high-correlated/coherent signal propagation when subspace based methods, e.g. multiple signal
classification (MUSIC), are used to perform the DOA estimation in the space array
model [62]. Although weight subspace fitting (WSF) [78] and method of direction estimation (MODE) [65] are proposed to combat the deleterious effect due to
the coherency in the space array model for DOA estimation, the two algorithms
require priori knowledge of the number of coherent and non-coherent signals
which are normally unknown. Meanwhile, spatial smoothing [61] and forward
and backward spatial smoothing [43] [44] have also been proposed for DOA estimation to deal with the coherency problem in the space array model. They
require a large number of antenna elements. Hence, another focus of the thesis
is on resolving the performance degradation due to the high-correlated/coherent
multipath propagation problem for two-dimensional code acquisition in the DSCDMA array model regardless of the correlation between the various propagated
paths.
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1.3 Contribution
Two main categorial algorithms, independent component analysis (ICA) and eigenvalue-eigenvector training support (EV-t), are developed and applied for twodimensional code acquisition in the DS-CDMA array model.
Firstly, this thesis applies a semi-blind method based on ICA for two-dimensional code acquisition. ICA is a high order statistical technique. Initially, it is
utilized for a blind source separation problem (BSS). Here ICA is exploited for
two-dimensional code acquisition with a high MAI suppression capability. However, in addition to the MAI problem, fading channel is also a serious challenge
in wireless communication systems. As a solution, ICA is further developed for
the problem. Namely, a pre-processing operation is performed to suppress MAI
before applying ICA for two-dimensional code acquisition. The pre-processing
operation relaxes the limitation of the standard ICA which does not work well in
the fading channel.
Secondly, this thesis proposes a method called EV-t for two-dimensional
code acquisition to solve the performance degradation due to the high-correlated/coherent multipath propagation problem. To distinguish the general subspace
based methods, EV-t looks for a maximum projection of the desired signal’s spacetime response vector on the signal subspace and searches the training sequence
support which is assumed to be available. In the work of this thesis, the performance of the EV-t algorithm for two-dimensional code acquisition is analyzed
both analytically and numerically. The simulation results show EV-t is robust
for two-dimensional code acquisition regardless the correlation between the various propagated paths. Meanwhile, it is an effective method to perform the twodimensional code acquisition in a high MAI environment even with a small received set of samples (symbols).

1.4 List of publications
This thesis consists of one journal paper and six conference papers for two-dimensional code acquisition. In addition, Section 4.4 of the thesis contains unpublished
results.
I. R. Wu, T. Ristaniemi, "Joint Time Delay and DOA Estimation in CDMA
Communication Using FastICA Algorithm", In Proceedings of the 8th International
Conference on Cellular and Intelligent Communications(CIC 2003), Oct. 28-31, 2003,
Seoul, Korea.
II. T. Ristaniemi, R. Wu, "Interference Suppression for Spatial-Temporal Propagation Parameters Identification in Wireless Communications", In Proceedings of
the IEEE Communications, Circuits and Systems Conference (ICCCAS’04), pp. 10221026, June 27-29, 2004, Chengdu, China.
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III. R. Wu, T. Ristaniemi, "Spatial-Temporal Propagation Parameter Estimation in the Asynchronous DS-CDMA Systems over Fading Channel", In Proceedings of the IEEE Communications and Information Technologies Symposium (ISCIT
2004), pp. 166-170, Oct. 26-29, 2004, Sapporo, Japan.
IV. R. Wu, T. Ristaniemi, "EV-t Method for Parameter Estimation in DSCDMA Communications", In Proceedings of the Third IEEE International Workshop
on Intelligent Signal Processing (WISP’2005), pp. 328-333, Sep. 1-3, 2005, Faro, Portugal.
V. R. Wu, T. Ristaniemi, "Semi-Blind Two-Dimensional Code Acquisition in
CDMA Communications", International Journal of Signal Processing, Vol. 3, No. 1,
pp. 30-38, 2006.
VI. R. Wu, T. Ristaniemi, "The Performance Analysis of EV-t method for
Two-Dimensional Code Acquisition", In Proceedings of the First IEEE Workshop on
Computational Advances in Multi-Sensor Adaptive Processing (CAMSAP’2005), pp.
229-232, Dec. 13-15, 2005, Puerto Vallarta, Jalisco State, Mexico.
VII. R. Wu, T. Ristaniemi, "Performance Comparison of EV-t and MUSIC for
Two-Dimensional Code Acquisition", In Proceedings of IEEE International Symposium on Wireless Pervasive Computing 2006 (ISWPC’06), pp. 1-5, Jan. 16-18, 2006,
Phuket, Thailand.
1.4.1 Author’s contribution to the included publications
In publication I, the author has extended the idea of FastICA algorithm for twodimensional code acquisition, and written the paper. The used algorithm in
publication II has been explored by the author. Meanwhile, the author has contributed the first version of the paper. The simulation test of publication III has
been completed by the provided fading channel simulation program from the
coauthor. The author has done most of the writing of the paper.
In publications IV-VII, the author has developed the algorithm and analyzed the performance of the algorithm, and was mainly responsible for writing
the papers.
In the publications above, the author has written simulation programs. All
of the simulation tests for all of the original publications of the thesis have been
run and analyzed by the author. The coauthor has finalized the writing of the
above papers.
1.4.2 Other publications
During the course of the work, other publications have also been published,
which are not included in the thesis. These publications include three conference
papers and one US patent application.
1. R. Wu, T. Ristaniemi, "Estimation of Arrival Direction in Asynchronous
DS-CDMA Systems", In Proceedings of the 8th International Conference on Cellular
and Intelligent Communications(CIC 2003), Oct. 28-31, 2003, Seoul, Korea.
2. T. Ristaniemi, R. Wu, "On the Performance of Multi-sensor Reception
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in CDMA by Fast Independent Component Analysis", In Proceedings of the IEEE
Semiannual Vehicular Technology Conference (VTC2001 Spring), pp. 1829-1833, May
6-9, 2001, Rhodes, Greece.
3. T. Ristaniemi, R. Wu, "Mitigation of Continuous-wave Jamming in DSCDMA Systems Using Blind Source Separation Techniques", In Proceedings of 3rd
International Conference on Independent Component Analysis and Blind Signal Separation (ICA 2001), pp. 716-721, Dec. 9-12, 2001, San Diego, California, USA.
4. R. Wu, T. Ristaniemi, "Method for Identifying Spatial-Temporal Propagation Parameters of DS-CDMA Array Signal", US patent application, 20055452, Aug.
25, 2005.

1.5 Organization of the thesis
The thesis is organized as follows.
Firstly in Chapter 2, some very general wireless communication issues, e.g.
multipath propagation characteristics, are introduced. Then, the signal transmission and reception models are presented, and a space-time array model describing the physics of radio wave propagation is established. Furthermore, some
basic assumptions for the parameters are discussed.
In Chapter 3, we take a view on a class of algorithms for parameter estimation, and especially pay attention to the existing algorithms for two-dimensional
code acquisition.
In Chapter 4, the concept of ICA and its application for two-dimensional
code acquisition are firstly addressed. After that we introduce an EV-t algorithm for two-dimensional code acquisition. Then, the seven publications listed
above are summarized. Finally, the asymptotic statistical properties of MUSIC
are deeply analyzed in the special case that each user has two resolvable paths,
and the analysis is based on the assumption that the space-time response vectors
for a distinct set {θ, τ } are linearly independent.
We conclude in Chapter 5 with a summary of the thesis and the direction of
future work.

2

WIRELESS MOBILE COMMUNICATION CHANNEL

Compared to wireline channels, wireless channels present a greater challenge to
communication system designers because of the propagation environment. The
estimation and detection performances of the received signals are highly dependent upon the characteristics of the wireless channel. In some environments,
perfect performance may be offered, whereas in other environments, a modest
performance may be provided. Understanding the physical wireless propagation channels is essential to the development of good models for wireless signal
processing. Before establishing a space-time array model, multipath propagation
characteristics is first briefly introduced.

2.1 Multipath propagation characteristics
A signal propagated through an atmospheric medium can travel on multiple
paths with different propagation delay, amplitude attenuation, and DOA etc.,
before they arrive at a receiver. In order to combat the versatile nature of the
wireless channel, numerous efforts have been made to understand the underlying mechanism of wireless propagation.
2.1.1 Non-fading channel
The non-fading channel, called pass loss, is in particular a free-space channel
which suffers only minor losses from atmospheric attenuation. It is a function of
the distance between a transmitter and a receiver. Since there are no objects in the
region to absorb or reflect energy, the power received by the receiver is given at
[20]
p r = p t g t gr (

λ 2
) ,
4π D

(2)

where pr is the received power, pt is the transmitted power, gr is the receive antenna’s gain, gt is the transmit antenna’s gain, and D is the slant range between
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the transmitter and the receiver. The wavelength (m) of the sinusoidal carrier signal is λ = c f c , where the speed of light is c = 3 × 108 m/s and f c is the carrier
frequency. From (2), we see that a free-space transmission formula depends on
the inverse square of the separation distance D .
Generally, a free-space line-of-sight (LOS) signal might not exist in a typical cellular environment. Instead, the receiver antenna experiences multipath
signals for a single transmitted signal. When the signal is reflected by the plane
earth surface, the vertical multipath causes more propagation attenuation, and
the transmission loss over a plane earth is given by the approximation [20]
p r = p t g t gr (

hr h t 2
) ,
D2

(3)

where hr and ht are the antenna height of the transmitter and the receiver. The
received signal yields an D 4 power relationship with the transmitter.
2.1.2 Fading channel
Fading can be roughly divided into two categories: fast fading and slow fading.
Fast fading, also called small scale fading, is used to describe the rapid fluctuation
of the amplitude of a radio signal over a short period of time. It is caused by the
alternate constructive and destructive addition of multipath signals as a mobile
terminal moves. There are two fast fading distributions. The first is Rayleigh
fading which characterizes a multipath channel with non-line-of-sight (NLOS)
situation. Using the baseband equivalent model [20], the gain of each multipath
can be depicted as a complex gaussian random variable
h = h x + jhy ,

(4)

where h x and hy are N (0, σr2 ) Gaussian random variables. The amplitude rh and
the phase θrh of h = rh e jθrh are given by
q
(5)
rh = |h| = h2x + h2y ,
θrh = tan−1 (

hx
) .
hy

(6)

Therefore, the expression of Rayleigh probability density function for rh is given
as [47]
f (r h ) =

r2h
rh
exp
(−
) , rh ≥ 0 .
σr2
2σr2

(7)

The second typical type of fading model is Rician fading. Rician fading arises
when there exists a line-of-sight (LOS) connection. Its probability density function is [47]
f (r h ) =

r2h + r2h0
r h r h0
rh
exp
(−
)
I
(
) ,
o
σr2
2σr2
σr2

rh ≥ 0 ,

(8)
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where the constant rh0 is the average power in the direct LOS, and I0 (·) is the
modified Bessel function of the first kind and zero order [25]. We use κ to characterize the power in direct path to the power of non-direct paths, such that
κ=

r h0 2
.
2σr2

(9)

Hence, the Rician probability density function can be further expressed as
f (r h ) =

2κrh
2κrh
exp(−2κ (1 + r2h /rh0 2 )) I0 (
) , r h0 ≥ 0 , r h ≥ 0 .
2
r h0
r h0

(10)

When κ → ∞, the power of the dominant LOS signal is so strong. Hence, the
channel does not exhibit fading. When κ → 0, the line-of-sight signal disappears.
The Rician density function tends to the Rayleigh density function.
The third model which can be used to model fast fading is Nakagami distribution which enables a better fit to experimental channel measurements. Its
expression is given as [2]
2$−1

$$ rh
$r2h
f (r h ) =
exp
(−
) ,
Γ($)σr2
2σr2

rh ≥ 0 ,

(11)

where $ = 4σr4 /E{(r2h − 2σr2 )2 } and Γ(·) is the gamma function. When the scattering process generates merely diffuse wave field, then $ ≈ 1 and the Nakagami
distribution is identical to the Rayleigh density function. When a direct LOS is
present, the Nakagami distribution is approximate to the Rician density function
as $ > 1.
Slow fading is also called large scale fading. It is caused by the shadowing
effects of large buildings or natural features, and is determined by the local mean
of a fast fading signal. The statistical distribution of the local mean has been
studied experimentally. This distribution is influenced by the antenna heights,
operating frequency, and the specific type of environment. However, it has been
observed [31] that when all these parameters are fixed, the mean received power
in a small neighborhood approaches a normal distribution when plotted on a
logarithmic scale. Such a distribution is called log-normal and is described by the
following probability density function
f (r h ) = √

(log(rh ) − rhm )2
1
exp(−
) ,
2σr2
πσr rh

rh ≥ 0 ,

(12)

where rhm is the mean of rh .
2.1.3 Delay spread
In a multipath propagation environment, several time shifted versions of a transmitted signal arrive at a receiver. This results in the spreading of the signals in
time. The spread of path delays is called delay spread. If the delay differences
of all the multipath signals are very close to each other in the whole frequency
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spectrum of the transmitted signal, the whole spectrum will behave similarly in
the radio channel and flat fading is said to exist. Conversely, if the delay spread
is comparable to or larger than the inverse of the bandwidth, the signal spectrum
will be distorted and the fading will be frequency selective. Normally, the coherence of the bandwidth is related to the time delay spread, and can be expressed
as [47] [49] [59]
Cbd = ς ×

1
.
Tm

(13)

Here, ς is a multiplication constant and Tm is maximum excess delay. When
the signal bandwidth is lower than the coherent bandwidth, the radio channel
is called a narrowband channel. On the contrary, the radio channel is called a
wideband channel.
2.1.4 Angle spread
The same as time delay spread, signal spreading can be described in DOA domain. Signal spreading in the DOA domain is described by the DOA power
spectrum which assumes a finite number of propagation paths is discrete. However, as the receiver moves, the DOAs change, some paths disappear, new paths
arise, and consequently the DOA spectrum also changes ultimately resulting in a
continuous average spectrum.
2.1.5 Doppler shift
An important feature of mobile communication is that a transmitter communicates with a receiver while in motion. The velocity of the transmitter introduces a
Doppler frequency shift and consequently generates carrier frequency spreading.
The maximum Doppler frequency shift, f D , is defined as [47] [49] [59]
fD =

ν
,
λ

(14)

where ν is the velocity(m/sec). When the moving vehicle with velocity ν transmits a continues-wave (CW) signal with carrier frequency f c , the Doppler spectrum becomes

 √ σr2
, | f − fc | ≤ f D ,
2 −( f − f )2
π fD
c
(15)
W( f ) =

0 ,
|f − f | > f ,
c

D

where σr2 is the average power of the signal.
The Doppler frequency shift f D not only effects the Doppler spectrum but
also determines the characteristics of fading. In the design of high speed digital
mobile radio transmission systems, it is important to know the characteristics of
multipath fading that induces burst errors. Provided that the burst errors occur
when the signal envelope fades below a specific threshold value, the level crossing rate can be used as an appropriate measure for the burst error occurrence
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rate. The fade duration may also be used to estimate the burst error length. The
level crossing rate, which is generally defined as the expected rate at which the
envelope R crosses a specified level Rs in the positive direction, is given by [27]
NRs =

√

π fD

R2
Rs
exp(− s2 ) .
σr
2σr

(16)

The fade duration has also been shown at [27] to be
Tf = √

1
π f D Rσrs

exp(−

R2s
− 1) .
2σr2

(17)

Hence, when the mobile velocity increases, the level cross rate Rs becomes larger
and the fade duration T f becomes smaller. In other words, the multipath fading
varies faster.
Coherence time is defined as the required time interval to obtain an envelope correlation. It is inversely proportional to the maximum Doppler frequency,
and is defined as [47] [49] [59]
CT =

1
.
fD

(18)

Coherence time provides us with an index of how fast the multipath fading varies.
When we take two samples of a multipath signal at an interval larger than CT ,
these two sample are slightly correlated. Hence, the smaller the coherent time is,
the faster the channel varies.

2.2 Discrete space-time signal model
2.2.1 Information-bearing signal
The conducted data model is based on DS-CDMA wireless transmission systems.
The kth user’s transmitted baseband signal is given by
I

xk (t) =

∑ bk,i sk (t − iT )

(19)

i =1

under the consideration of binary phase-shift keying (BPSK) modulation, the kth
user’s transmitted symbol bk,i ∈ {−1, 1} for i ∈ [1, I ]. T is one symbol duration.
The spreading code sk (·) assigned to kth user is modelled as
N

sk (t) =

∑ sk,n Π(t − nTc )

,

(20)

n =1

where sk,n ∈ {−1, +1}, Π(t) denotes a unit rectangular pulse over the chip period
Tc which is zero outside of 0 ≤ t ≤ Tc . The integer N = T/Tc is the processing
gain.
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Before transmitted, the baseband signal is uploaded on carrier frequency.
As such, the transmitted signal is formed as
yk (t) =

p

Pk xk (t)e j(wc t+φk ) ,

(21)

where Pk is the transmitted power of user k, wc is the carrier frequency and φk is
the random carrier phase uniformly distributed in [0, 2π ).
2.2.2 Antenna array
The antenna array is frequently used to receive the propagated signals. It can be
arranged in various geometries, e.g. conformal array and plane array. Conformal
array is that the elements of the antenna array are with a non-plane surface. Due
to the simplicity of implementation, the plane array is the most commonly used
structure. Linear array and circle array are two special cases of the planar array.
Circle array means that the antenna elements lie in a circle. In the case of linear
array, the antenna elements are aligned along with a straight line. With equal
spacing, the linear array is called uniform linear array. In this thesis, a uniform
linear array is used.
Figure 1 illustrates a M-element uniform linear array spaced with a distance
du . For analyzing the uniform linear array, a reference point is established in this
figure. With the assumption that the transmitted signals originated far away from
the array, the directions of propagation paths are approximately the same at each
element. Hence, the array response vector corresponding to the direction θ can
be expressed as



a( θ ) = 


a1 ( θ )
a2 ( θ )
..
.




 .


(22)

a M (θ )
A standard narrowband assumption typically used in array signal processing is
made here. In this case the signal bandwidth is small compared to the carrier
frequency, and the time delay due to physical array only causes a phase shift
on the impinging signal. If the propagation distance from the first element to the
second element is du sin(θ ), the propagation time due to the propagation distance
is given as du sin(θ )/c. Hence, the effect of propagation time on the signal has a
phase shift e j2π f c τu , where τu = du sin(θ )/c. From the first element to mth element,
the phase shift can be expressed as e j2π f c (m−1)du sin(θ )/c and the array response
vector (22) can be re-written as



a( θ ) = 





1
e j2π f c

du sin (θ )
c

..
.

e j2π f c ( M−1)

du sin (θ )
c



 .



(23)
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FIGURE 1

An M-elements uniform linear array (ULA) with inter-sensor spacing du .

Spatial aliasing and mutual coupling are two important factors of inter-element
spacing. To avoid spatial aliasing, the element spacing of an array should always
be less than or equal to half of the carrier wavelength λ, which is given as fcc .
However, the element spacing can not be made arbitrarily small since two close
spaced antenna elements exhibit a mutual coupling effect. This mutual coupling
is caused by mutual impedance [70] defined as the voltage induced on one element by a current in the other element. Mutual impedance is present over a broad
range of element spacing du , however for du < λ2 the mutual impedance tends to
increase considerably.
To avoid the spatial aliasing and the mutual coupling effects, the equal spacing du = λ2 is devised among antenna elements in practice, and the array response
vector can be finally given as



a( θ ) = 


1
e jπ sin (θ )
..
.




 .


(24)

e j( M−1)π sin (θ )
In general, the array response vector is a function of the individual element response, the array geometry, and signal frequency. Here it is only a function of
DOA.
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2.2.3 The space-time manifold
A uniform linear array with M elements is used to receive the transmitted signals.
The expression of received signals into mth element is
0

r m (t) =

K

L

∑∑

p

0

0

Pk,l xk (t − τk,l )e j(wc t+φk ) e j(m−1)π sin(θk,l ) + nm (t) ,

(25)

k =1 l =1
0

0

where φk = φk − wc τk,l and nm (t) is noise. After down-conversion the received
signals at the mth element can be expressed as
r m (t) =

K

L

∑ ∑ ak,l xk (t − τk,l )e j(m−1)π sin(θk,l ) + nm (t)

,

(26)

k =1 l =1

p
where the contribution of Pk,l e j(φk −wc τk,l ) is included in ak,l . With a fast moving
transmitter, the channel characteristics change rapidly over time. We assume that
the varying channel is approximately constant over the time span of one symbol,
but varies symbol to symbol. In this situation, the corresponding received signal
during symbol i at the mth element is rewritten as
r m (t) =

K

L

∑ ∑ ak,l,i xk (t − τk,l )e j(m−1)π sin(θk,l ) + nm (t)

.

(27)

k =1 l =1

We call ak,l,i as attenuation factor. Variables τk,l and θk,l are time delay and DOA,
respectively. They are assumed to remain roughly constant within the observation interval. In front of each element, a chip-MF is equipped to convert a
continuous-time signal to a discrete-time signal and perform integrate and dump
operation. After sampling, the output of the complex received signals r m (t) in a
chip interval may be written as
1
Tc

Z (n+1) Tc
nTc

r m (t)dt .

(28)

Due to asynchronous transmission, we enlarge the observation window to the
size of two symbols for getting one whole transmitted symbol within the window.
Thus, the sampled data vector for symbol i is
rim = [r m [iN + 1], r m [iN + 2], ..., r m [(i + 2) N ]] ,

(29)

which can be described as
rim =

K

L

∑ ∑ [bk,i−1 ak,l,i−1ck,l e j(m−1)π sin(θk,l ) + bk,i ak,l,i ck,l e j(m−1)π sin(θk,l )

k =1 l =1

+ bk,i+1 ak,l,i+1 ck,l e j(m−1)π sin(θk,l ) ] + nim

.

Here
ck,l = ck,l (τk,l ) = (1 − ζ k,l )g (hk,l ) + ζ k,l g (hk,l + 1) ,
k,l

k,l

ck,l = ck,l (τk,l ) = (1 − ζ k,l )gk,l (hk,l ) + ζ k,l gk,l (hk,l + 1) ,
ck,l = ck,l (τk,l ) = (1 − ζ k,l )gk,l (hk,l ) + ζ k,l gk,l (hk,l + 1) .

(30)
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FIGURE 2 Structure of receiver with an uniform linear array

The "previous", "current", and the "next" code vectors can be written, respectively,
as
2N −hk,l

g

k,l

z }| {
= g (hk,l ) = [sk,N −hk,l +1 , ..., sk,N , 0, . . . , 0] T ,
k,l

gk,l = gk,l (hk,l ) = [0, . . . , 0, sk,1 , . . . , sk,N , 0, . . . , 0] T ,
gk,l = gk,l (hk,l ) = [0, . . . , 0, sk,1 , . . . , sk,N −hk,l ] T .
| {z }
N +hk,l

The exact time delay of kth user’s lth path can be expressed as τk,l = hk,l Tc + ζ k,l ,
where hk,l and ζ k,l are the integer and fractional part of time delay τk,l respectively.
The overall sampled signals at the antenna array can be compactly expressed
as
K

ri =

L

∑ ∑ [bk,i−1 ak,l,i−1ck,l ⊗ ak,l + bk,i ak,l,i ck,l ⊗ ak,l

(31)

k =1 l =1

+ bk,i+1 ak,l,i+1 ck,l ⊗ ak,l ] + ni

,

where ak,l = ak,l (θk,l ) = [1, e jπ sin(θk,l ) , . . . , e j( M−1)π sin(θk,l ) ] T , and (·) T denotes the
transpose operation. Similarly to the array response vectors ak,l , the space-time
response vectors are defined as
hk,l = hk,l (θ, τ ) = ck,l ⊗ ak,l ,

(32)

hk,l = hk,l (θ, τ ) = ck,l ⊗ ak,l ,

(33)

hk,l = hk,l (θ, τ ) = ck,l ⊗ ak,l ,

(34)
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where ⊗ denotes the kronecker product. Finally, the compact representation of
(31) can be expressed as
ri = HAi bi + ni = Hfi + ni .

(35)

The 2MN × 3KL matrix H = [h1,1 , h1,1 , h1,1 , ..., hK,L , hK,L , hK,L ]. The dimension
of Ai corresponding to ith sampled symbol is 3KL × 3K. Its expression is Ai =
diag{A1,i , ..., Ak,i , ...AK,i }, and


Ak,i






= 





ak,1,i−1
0
0
0
ak,1,i
0
0
0
ak,1,i+1
..
..
..
.
.
.
ak,L,i−1
0
0
0
ak,L,i
0
0
0
ak,L,i+1







 .





(36)

Finally, bi = [b1,i−1 , b1,i , b1,i+1 , . . . , bK,i−1 , bK,i , bK,i+1 ] T , and fi = [ f 1,1,i−1 , f 1,1,i , f 1,1,i+1 ,
· · · , f K,L,i−1 , f K,L,i , f K,L,i+1 ] T , where f k,l,i−1 = ak,l,i−1 bk,i−1 , f k,l,i = ak,l,i bk,i , and
f k,l,i+1 = ak,l,i+1 bk,i+1 .
With I symbol collection, (35) has the form as
R = HF + N ,

(37)

where F = [f1 , ..., f I ], and N = [n1 , ..., n I ].
2.2.4 Basic assumptions
The common assumptions are made as follows:
As1. Under the consideration of BPSK modulation, symbols in vector bi
are assumed random and independent binary variables with zero mean, e.g.
E{bk,i } = 0, and E{bk,i b p,j } = 0 if k 6= p and/or i 6= j, where E{·} is the expectation operator.
As2. The correlation coefficient between the various paths from the same
user is defined as ρk(l,l 0 ) = E{ ak,l,i a∗ 0 }/E{|| ak,l,i ||} E{|| a∗ 0 ||}, where || · || stands
k,l ,i

k,l ,i

for the norm, and (·)∗ denotes the complex conjugate. We assume symbol variables are uncorrelated with attenuations factors.
As3. The additive noise variables in the vector ni are temporally and spatially complex circular white gaussian random variables with zero mean. Owing
to circularity of ni , we have E{ni nTj } = 02MN ×2MN and E{ni n jH } = σ2 I2MN δi,j .

(·) H denotes complex conjugate transpose, I is the 2N M × 2NM identify matrix,
and δi,j denotes the kronecker delta. The additive noise variables are uncorrelated
with symbol variables in vector bi and attenuations factors in matrix Ai .
As4. The number of incident signals is assumed to be known, and the necessary conditions 3KL < 2MN and 3KL < I are required.
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Remark: These conditions maintain ri to be a rank deficient matrix, in which
guarantee a unique identifiability of {θ, τ }. 3KL < 2MN is required as a necessary condition to keep H strictly tall and full column rank. Meanwhile, the matrix
F must be full row rank: this implies 3KL < I.

3

OVERVIEW OF SPACE-TIME PARAMETER
ESTIMATION

Parameter estimation is a pre-requisite task for obtaining the transmitted symbols. This chapter gives a view of the class of algorithms for parameter estimation, especially for two-dimensional code acquisition.

3.1 Conventional parameter estimation methods

The standard beamformer and capon’s minimum variance method [8] [66] are
classified as conventional parameter estimation methods. With the assumption
that the first user is of interest, the standard beamformer for DOA estimation in
the space array model is defined as

wBF = p

â(θ )
â H (θ )â(θ )

.

(38)

Capon’s minimum variance method attempts to minimize the total output power
while maintaining a constant gain in the desired direction. Its weight vector is

wCAP =

Rr−1 â(θ )
.
â H (θ )Rr−1 â(θ )

(39)

In practice, the ensemble correlation matrix Rr is replaced by the sample correlation matrix R̂r , where R̂r = 1I ∑iI=1 ri riH .
The above weight vectors behave as spatial filters, and they can be used for
two-dimensional cod acquisition as follows.
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3.1.1 Standard beamformer for two-dimensional code acquisition
For two-dimensional code acquisition, the weight vector of the standard beamformer can be imitated as
wST − BF = q

ĥ1,l
H ĥ
ĥ1,l
1,l

,

(40)

where ĥ1,l = c1,l ⊗ a1,l is the space-time response vector for the first user’s lth
path, see section 2.2.3. The two-dimensional code acquisition can then be performed according to
H
{τ̂1,1 , θ̂1,1 , · · · , τ̂1,L , θ̂1,L } = argmaxτ,θ wST
− BF R̂r wST − BF

= argmaxτ,θ

H R̂ ĥ
ĥ1,l
r 1,l
H ĥ
ĥ1,l
1,l

(41)

.

In general, the L highest peaks on the two-dimensional spectrum should be chosen, and there is only one peak corresponding to one pair of DOA and time delay.
However, the practical system exhibits strong non-idealities which leads to relatively wide main-lobes for the standard beamformer. Its solution is not sharp,
and the limited effectiveness is caused by the power from close adjacent signals
[16].
3.1.2 Capon’s minimum variance method for two-dimensional code acquisition
This method minimizes the contributions of the signals along the undesired DOA
and time delay, while maintaining a constant gain in the desired space-time direction. The constrained minimization problem can be given mathematically as
H
wST −CAP = argminτ,θ wST
− BF R̂r wST − BF

subject to

(42)

H
|wST
− BF ĥ1,l | = 1 .

The solution to the above problem is [16]
wST −CAP =

R̂r−1 ĥ1,l
H R̂−1 ĥ
ĥ1,l
r
1,l

.

(43)

Equation (43) is called a minimum variance distortionless response (MVDR) beamformer weight vector. Using the weight vector, the two-dimensional code acquisition can be obtained by
H
{τ̂1,1 , θ̂1,1 , · · · , τ̂1,L , θ̂1,L } = argmaxτ,θ wST
−CAP R̂r wST −CAP
1
= argmaxτ,θ H −1
.
ĥ1,l R̂r ĥ1,l

(44)
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3.2 Maximum likelihood methods
The modern history of the maximum likelihood (ML) method starts from the
work of R. A. Fisher [13]. In a maximum likelihood estimation, the estimator
is chosen such that the likelihood is maximized by selecting a set of parameters
that make the observed data most probable. Two methods [37] called stochastic
maximum likelihood (SML) and deterministic maximum likelihood (DML) are
widely studied. For SML technique, s(t) and n(t) in the space array model are
modelled as gaussian. On the other hand, s(t) in DML is modelled as unknown
deterministic quantities, and n(t) is gaussian. Correspondingly, the names of a
conditional and unconditional ML method are given for SML and DML in [64].
As the parameter estimation problem is considered in DS-CDMA systems,
DML method is exploited in [69] and [80]. In the following only DML is addressed for two-dimensional code acquisition.
3.2.1 Deterministic maximum likelihood
The DML method was at first called the classical ML method in [24], since the
model contains unknown deterministic parameters. Its consistency and asymptotic distribution are considered in [33] [34] [36] [77] [78], and the consistency and
asymptotic covariance are considered in [62] [63].
[69] proposes DML method for time delay estimation in DS-CDMA systems. [80] explores the DML method for two-dimensional code acquisition in
DS-CDMA arrays, where a time non-varying channel model is assumed. This
means that the attenuation factors of (35) are fixed for the observation interval.
In this case, we use A to replace Ai below. Using DML for two-dimensional code
acquisition, the received data ri are modelled and parameterized by τ, θ, A with
a mean vector
E{ri } = HAbi

(45)

and the second moment matrices
E{(ri − E{ri })(r j − E{r j }) H } = Qδi,j ,

(46)

T

E{(ri − E{ri })(r j − E{r j }) } = 0 ,
where δi,j is a discrete kronecker delta function, and Q is the covariance matrix
for the white noise vector ni , e.g. Q = I2MN . The likelihood function for ri is
given as
L{ri ; τ, θ, A, Q} =

1
π 2NM |Q|

exp{−niH Q−1 ni } ,

(47)

here | · | stands for the determinant, and ni is given as
ni = ri − HAbi .

(48)
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Because ri and r j are uncorrelated for i 6= j, the likelihood function for R =
[r1 , . . . , r I ] can be written as
I

L{R; τ, θ, A, Q} =

∏ L{ri ; τ, θ, A, Q} =
i =1

1
π 2N MI |Q| I

I

exp{− ∑ niH Q−1 ni } . (49)
i =1

The log likelihood function has the following form [69]
l{τ, θ, A, Q} = − I log(|Q|) − Tr {Q−1 e(θ, τ, A)} ,

(50)

1 I
e(θ, τ, A) = ∑ (ri − HAbi )(ri − HAbi ) H .
I i =1

(51)

where

Since the natural logarithm is a strictly increasing function of its argument, it is all
the same to maximize the log-likelihood function as to maximize the likelihood
function itself. If the log-likelihood function is derived with respect to unknown
parameters (DOA, time delay, attenuation factor, and Q), the derivative is set to
equal zero. The parameter estimation function is therefore equally given as

{τ̂, θ̂, Â, Q̂} = argmaxτ,θ,A,Q l{τ, θ, A, Q} .

(52)

The negative log-likelihood function is minimized with respect to Q by
ˆ | = e(θ, τ, A) .
|Q

(53)

l{θ, τ, Q̂, A} = log|e(θ, τ, A)| + constant .

(54)

It now remains to minimize

After some manipulations, it can be shown that the DML estimate of A equals
[69]
1 H −1
H −ˆ1
−1
Â = R̂−
,
bb R̂rb Ŵ H(H W H)

(55)

where
R̂bb =

1 I
bi biT ,
I i∑
=1

(56)

R̂rb =

1 I
ri biT ,
I i∑
=1

(57)

1 H
Ŵ = R̂r − R̂rb R̂−
bb R̂rb ,

R̂r =

1 I
ri riH .
I i∑
=1

(58)

(59)
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For sufficiently large I, the assumption that Ŵ is invertible is true. As I → ∞, Ŵ
approach to Q with probability one.
Hence, the two-dimensional code acquisition can be given as
−1

1

1

−1

H −2
{θ̂, τ̂ } = argminτ,θ log |I − R̂bb2 R̂rb
Ŵ XŴ− 2 R̂rb R̂bb2 | ,
1

(60)

1

where X = I − Ŵ− 2 H(H H Ŵ−1 H)−1 H H Ŵ− 2 . Wax [82] was the first one to propose DML method for two-dimensional code acquisition. In [82], the DML method
for two-dimensional code acquisition was developed for one user system over
AWGN channels. As DML method was considered for DS-CDMA systems, [80]
exploited the single user DML estimator. This means that undesired users are
seen as noise. The advantage of the approach is that the search is processed on
one user’s space. The price to pay for the saved computation is that some performance is likely to be lost.

3.3 Subspace methods
Subspace based methods exploit the structure of received data model. They
are frequently considered as powerful techniques for parameter estimation. Examples of typical subspace based methods include multiple signal classification
(MUSIC) [60], root-MUSIC [5], estimation of signal parameters via rotational invariance techniques (ESPRIT) [58], minimum norm (Min-Norm) [26] [50] , method
of direction estimation (MODE) [65], weight subspace fitting (WSF) [37] [78] [79],
and eigenvector (EV) estimator [21] etc.
The basic idea of subspace based methods is that the sample auto-correlation
matrix needs to be divided into the signal and noise subspaces. Since the desired
signal is within the signal subspace, the parameter estimation is performed by
seeking the orthogonality between the noise subspace and the signal of interest.
Based on assumption As1, As3, and equation (35), the ensemble correlation matrix of vector ri can be written as
Rr = E{ri riH } = E{(Hfi + ni )(Hfi + n)iH } = HR f (i) H H + σ2 I ,

(61)

Regarding the assumptions As1 and As2, the correlation matrix of fi is
R f (i) = E{fi fiH } = E{Ai AiH } = R A(i) ,

(62)

where
R A(i) = diag{R A(1,i) , ..., R A(k,i) , ...R A(K,i) } .
R A(k,i) is shown at the top of this page, and a
0

(63)
0

0
0

k,(l,l ),i −1

= E{ ak,l,i−1 a∗k,l 0 ,i−1 }, ak,(l,l 0 ),i =

= E{ ak,l,i+1 a∗k,l 0 ,i+1 }. Due to the high-correlation/coherency
0
0 }, a
k,(l,l ),i +1
k,l ,i
between the various paths, R f (i) = R A(i) has a rank reduction.
E{ ak,l,i a∗
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R A(k,i) =


0

(64)

a
0
0
 k,(1,1),i−1

0

0
ak,(1,1),i
0


0

0
0
ak,(1,1),i+1



..
..
..

.
.
.

 0
 a
0
0
 k,( L,1),i−1

0

0
ak,( L,1),i
0


0
0
0
ak,( L,1),i+1



0

. . . ak,(1,L),i−1

0

0

0

...

0

ak,(1,L),i

0

...
..
.

0
..
.

0
..
.

ak,(1,L),i+1
..
.

0

0

0

. . . ak,( L,L),i−1

0

0

...

0

ak,( L,L),i

0

...

0

0

ak,( L,L),i+1

0










 .









The ensemble correlation matrix Rr (61) can be eigen-decomposed as
Rr = UΛU H = Us Λs UsH + Un Λn UnH ,

(65)

where Λs contains the eigenvalues of the signal subspace in descending order,
and can be expressed as
Λs = diag{λ1 , · · · , λ D } ,

(66)

where D is the dimension of the signal subspace. Us contains the corresponding
eigenvectors. Practically, the ensemble correlation matrix Rr is not available, and
a sample correlation matrix R̂r is used instead and eigen-decomposed into
R̂r =

1 I
ri riH = ÛΛ̂Û H = Ûs Λ̂s ÛsH + Ûn Λ̂n ÛnH ,
I i∑
=1

(67)

where Λ̂s contains the estimated eigenvalues of the signal subspace, correspondingly Ûs contains the estimated eigenvectors of the signal subspace.
In the following, the two most common subspace methods, MUSIC and ESPRIT, are addressed for two-dimensional code acquisition.
3.3.1 MUSIC
MUSIC is a blind estimator which was originally proposed in [60] for DOA estimation. In addition to the DOA estimation, [6] [67] [68] use MUSIC for time
delay estimation. Due to several essential benefits, some literature, e.g. [48] [81],
use MUSIC for two-dimensional code acquisition. In [81], the combination of
one spatial MUSIC for DOA estimation and two temporal MUSIC for time delay
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estimation is used for two-dimensional code acquisition. Further, MUSIC ís presented in [48] for two-dimensional code acquisition, and the conditional CRLB
is derived. [15] [17] [29] use MUSIC for two-dimensional code acquisition in the
DS-CDMA data model. [15] simply employs MUSIC for two-dimensional code
acquisition in an asynchronous DS-CDMA system with a fast fading multipath
channel. In [17] a pre-processing operation, temporal and spatial smoothing,
is proposed before using MUSIC for the two-dimensional code acquisition. In
[29], a code-reuse technique is used. Due to the approach of a space-time preprocessor to code-reuse, undesired signals are removed before MUSIC performs
the two-dimensional code acquisition.
The original MUSIC method is formulated for the case that each column
of A(θ ) in the space array model (1) is parameterized by distinct values θ. For
two-dimensional code acquisition, MUSIC can be established by the fact that the
desired user’s space-time response vector at the correct timing and angle offset
must be orthogonal to the noise subspace. Below, two steps describe the MUSIC
method to perform two-dimensional code acquisition.
1. Eigen-decomposes the sample correlation matrix R̂r to form the mutually
orthogonal signal subspace and noise subspace as
R̂r = Ûs Λ̂s ÛsH + Ûn Λ̂n ÛnH .

(68)

2. Performs parameter estimation by intersecting a replica of the desired
user’s space-time response vector with the noise subspace. The parameters are
estimated by searching for the minimizers from the two-dimensional spectra as
H
{τ̂1,1 , θ̂1,1 , ..., τ̂1,L , θ̂1,L } = argminτ,θ ĥ1,l
Ûn ÛnH ĥ1,l .

(69)

However, the estimated eigenvalues/eigenvectors got from the sample covariance matrix results in a biased parameter estimation. The quality of the estimated parameters is of the utmost importance. The cramer-rao lower bound
(CRLB) is by far the most commonly used measure for accuracy. An estimator
is said to be efficient if the estimator achieves the CRLB. [62] studies the performance of MUSIC for DOA estimation, and analyzes the statistical efficiency. To
achieve the best asymptotic performance, the source signals in the space array
model must be uncorrelated. The degradation of MUSIC performance for correlated signals in the space array model (1) have been studied in [22] [45] [62] [63]
[85] [86]. In [48], the conditional CRLB is derived for unbiased two-dimensional
code acquisition estimator.
3.3.2 ESPRIT
ESPRIT is another subspace method [40] [56]. It initially uses two identical arrays to perform the DOA estimation. ESPRIT requires the two arrays to form
matched pairs, and utilizes the rotational invariance property of the underlying
signal subspace. The signal subspace is obtained by the translational invariance
of the antenna arrays. ESPRIT is a computationally efficient method which does
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not need an exhaustive search through all directions to estimate the DOAs. It reduces the computational and storage requirement of MUSIC for DOA estimation.
One drawback of ESPRIT is that the offset between the pairs must be known exactly. [35] gives a performance investigation. Other versions, referred to as total
least squares TLS-ESPRIT and multi-invariance ESPRIT can be seen form [57] and
[84].
As ESPRIT is considered for two-dimensional code acquisition, two methods, termed as shift-invariance joint angle and delay estimation (SI-JADE) and
joint angle and delay estimation (JADE-ESPRIT), are exploited in [71] [72] [73]
[74] in wireless communication systems. The first step of the two methods is to
perform a pre-processing operation on the received signals. The pre-processing
operation maps time delays into phase shifts in the frequency domain by discrete
fourier transform (DFT). After the pre-processing operation, SI-JADE method
smooths the resulting channel matrix to form a block Hankel matrix. Consequently, the problem for two-dimensional code acquisition is solved by using 2D
ESPRIT. On the contrary, JADE-ESPRIT has no requirement for reshaping the received signals. Using SI-JADE and JADE-ESPRIT, the time delays and DOAs can
be automatically paired under a single user multiple path transmission system.

4

TWO-DIMENSIONAL CODE ACQUISITION

In this chapter, independent component analysis (ICA) is firstly introduced and
applied to the two-dimensional code acquisition in section one. Then, in section
two an EV-t algorithm is addressed. After the description of the two algorithms,
the seven publications attached to the thesis are summarized. Finally, in section
four asymptotic statistical properties of MUSIC are analyzed in the special case
that each user has two resolvable paths, and the analysis is based on the assumption that the space-time response vectors corresponding to distinct set {θ, τ } are
linearly independent.

4.1 ICA for two-dimensional code acquisition
Blind source separation (BSS) has been widely studied for separating individual
signals from the observed mixture. In general, the separation of the individual
signals depends only on the observed mixture with little prior knowledge about
the statistics of the individual signals and/or the mixing process. As one approach of BSS, ICA is widely studied [3] [19] and its application could be originated form many different fields, such as digital images, document databases,
economic indicators and psychometric measurements. Telecommunications is
also a one ICA application area, in which the source signal is transmitted from a
transmitter, through a medium, to a receiver. In this section, a basic introduction
of ICA is given first. Then FastICA algorithm is presented and applied for twodimensional code acquisition. After that, one modification of ICA is exploited
and used for two-dimensional code acquisition.
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4.1.1 Basic introduction of ICA
Data model of ICA
ICA [19] is a computational method to recover the observed signals into components (e.g. source signals) which are defined as statistically independent and
nongaussian. A linear data model is generally used in ICA to transform the statistically independent source signals to a set of observed random variables. The
linear ICA data model can be expressed as
xi = Jsi + ni .

(70)

Here xi is the observed signal vector, which is generated by the mixing matrix J
and the source signal vector si . Each variable in the observed signal vector xi is
generated as a sum of the source variables of si weighted by one basic vector of
mixing matrix J, e.g. xi,m = jm,1 si,1 + · · · + jm,n si,n + · · · + jm,N si,N . In (70), the
dimension of xi is M × 1, the dimension of si is N × 1, and the dimension of the
mixing matrix J is M × N.
For clearly separating the source signals or identifying the mixing vector
from the observed signals, some assumptions for the above linear ICA data model
are made as following [19]:
s1. The source signals in source vector si are assumed statistically independent variables or in practice as independent as possible.
s2. At most one source signal is with gaussian distribution.
s3. The mixing matrix J is required to be a full rank matrix.

Two processing steps of ICA
The basic idea for the separation of the source signals is to transform the observed
signal with the inverse of the mixing matrix. As J is assumed invertible, the recovery of the independent source signals can be performed as
ŝi = Txi ,

(71)

where T = J−1 . However, the un-mixing matrix T can not be got directly from
J, because J is unknown. Typically, the recovery of the source signals by ICA is
processed by two steps as showed in Figure 3.
First step: whitening data For good separation, whitening the observed signals is crucial [19]. It can be achieved by principal component analysis (PCA) or
singular value decomposition (SVD). In general, whitening the observed signals
makes ICA converge faster and be more stable. Meanwhile, the dimensionality
reduction is achieved by crossing out the smallest eigenvalues, and the noise can
be mitigated simultaneously. This leads to the simplification and reduction of the
complexity for the actual iterative algorithm.
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FIGURE 3

The illustration of processing steps of ICA.

Whiteness is slightly stronger than uncorrelatedness. In addition to the requirement of uncorrelatedness, the variances of the whitened data is further required to be unity. The whitening operation can be performed by second-order
statistics, and forms an orthogonal matrix. The whitening operation is explained
below.
First, whitening the observed signals according to
yi = Vxi ,

(72)

where the vector yi is the whitened data. V is the whitening matrix, which should
be chosen such that E{yi yiT } = I. At first, covariance matrix of xi is considered
and expressed as
E{xi xiT } = UΛUT ,

(73)

where the matrices U and Λ contain eigenvectors and eigenvalues, respectively.
Due to the orthogonality of the eigenvectors i.e. uqT u p = 0 for q 6= p, if the
whitening matrix V is chosen as
1

V = Λ− 2 UT ,

(74)

we get
1

1

E{yi yiT } = VE{xi xiT }VT = Λ− 2 UT UΛUT UΛ− 2 = I .

(75)

As the whitening matrix is performed in the signal subspace, the whitening ma−1

trix is rewritten as Vs = Λs 2 UsT , and the whitened data can be represented as
−1

ys(i) = Vs xi = Λs 2 UsT xi .

(76)
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Second step: blind source separation After the whitening operation, the components of ys(i) are uncorrelated. For seeking mutually independent components,
several approaches, e.g. maximization of nongaussianity, maximum likelihood
estimation, minimization of mutual information, tensorial methods, and nonlinear decorrelation and nonlinear PCA etc., are introduced in [19]. Below, FastICA
algorithm based on nongaussianity is introduced.
Non-gaussianity: To recover one source signal, we look for a linear combination wT ys(i) to maximize nongaussianity as
ŝi,n = wT ys(i) = wT Vs xi = wT Vs Jsi , qT si .

(77)

From (77), we can see that ŝi,n is a linear combination of the source signals in the
source vector si . Hence qT si is more gaussian than any of the source signals of si ,
and become least gaussian when it in fact equals one of the source signals of si .
However, if only one component of q is nonzero, one source signal in the source
vector si can be estimated. Therefore, w is defined to maximize the nongaussianity of wT yi(s) . Each output, e.g. ŝi,n , can be regarded as an approximation of one
of the source signals. In this situation, one source signal is recovered.
FastICA: Fourth-order statistics kurtosis is used in FastICA algorithm [18],
and its expression is
kurt(v) = E{v4 } − 3( E{v2 })2 ,

(78)

where v is defined as a zero-mean random variable. For a gaussian random variable, kurtosis is zero. The fourth moment of gaussian random variable v equals
to 3( E{v2 })2 . For most nongaussian random variable, kurtosis is nonzero.
We define a linear combination wT ys(i) to seek for a non-gaussianity maximizer for the whitened data ys(i) . Since wT ys(i) = wT Vs Jsi = qT si , we have
q = (Vs J) T w, and therefore

||q||2 = (wT Vs J)(JT VsT w) = ||w||2 .

(79)

We see that constraining q to lie on the unit sphere is equivalent to constraining w
to be on the unit sphere as well. Under the simpler constrain of ||w|| = ||q|| = 1,
we replace v with wT yi(s) in (78). Thus, we have
kurt(wT ys(i) ) = E{(wT ys(i) )4 } − 3E{(wT ys(i) )2 }2 = E{(wT ys(i) )4 } − 3 k w k4 .(80)
For maximizing the absolute value of kurt(wT yi(s) ), gradient method can be used
as following
∂|kurt(wT ys(i) )|
∂w

= 4sign(kurt(wT ys(i) ))[ E{ys(i) (wT ys(i) )3 } − 3w k w k2 ] . (81)

Equal to the gradient of kurtosis of (81), a more efficient fixed point iteration is
derived as
w ∝ E{ys(i) (wT ys(i) )3 } − 3w k w k2 ,

(82)
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where ∝ stands for "is proportional to". The convergence is carried out by adding
gradient to the direction of w.
The fixed-point algorithm for ICA can be concluded in the following steps
[19]
1. Take a random initial vector w(0) of norm 1. Let t=1.
2. Let w(t) = E{ys(i) (w(t − 1) T ys(i) )3 } − γw(t − 1).
3. Divide w(t) by its norm.
4. If w(t) T w(t − 1) is not close enough to 1, let t=t+1 and go back to step 2,
otherwise, output the vector w(t).
The above FastICA algorithm is designed for real-valued data, and γ = 3.
Actually in [4], [7], and [30], FastICA algorithm is considered for complex-valued
data. Compared to the case of real-valued mixture, γ = 2 is for complex-valued
mixture.
4.1.2 FastICA algorithm for two-dimensional code acquisition
Comparing the linear ICA data model (70) and the DS-CDMA array model (35),
we see the source signals si of (70) corresponds to the transmitted symbols bi
of (35). They have the same assumption descriptions which are As1 on page 31
and s1 on page 42. The linear mixing matrix J of (70) corresponds to H in (35)
which contain channel parameters e.g. time delays and DOAs. Furthermore, the
observed signal vector xi of (70) corresponds to ri of (35). Due to the similarity of
the two data models, ICA can be applied into DS-CDMA systems.
The goal of a blind separation method is to recover/separate the source signals from the observed mixture (e.g. received signals). As ICA is applied into DSCDMA systems, it is initially considered for separating the desired signal from
the interfering signals. In literature, e.g. [9], [11], [51], [52], [53], [54], and [55],
ICA is applied to the blind multiuser detection problem.
Due to the source signals are influenced by the realities of the surrounding
environment, the observed mixture contains also number of unknown parameters. Instead of separating the source signals from the observed mixture , we span
the application of ICA for parameter estimation. For obtaining an unambiguous
solution, a full column rank assumption on the matrix J is required. In other
words, the question of parameter identifiability is thus reduced to investigating
under what conditions the array covariance uniquely determines the signal parameters. The general assumption s3 made in the linear ICA data model just
satisfies the requirement.
As ICA is applied to the two-dimensional code acquisition, the first step is
to perform the whitening operation using a second-order tool. The whitened data
can be computed as
1/2 H
ys(i) = Λ̂−
Ûs ri .
(83)
s
Due to the uncorrelatedness of the symbols, i.e. E{bi biT } = I, we look for I =
E{ys(i) ysH(i) } = E{Wbi biT W H } = WW H . Utilizing FastICA algorithm, the goal
hence is to extract the desired ICA basis vector from the mixing matrix. However,
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extracting the vectors of W in a specified order is not possible. The reason is that
the statistical features of the source signals are similar to each other, they are
defined as mutually independent and nongaussian. Meanwhile, the statistical
feature of each channel coefficient in wireless transmission could not be defined.
Hence, the available training sequence in wireless communication systems can
be used as prior information to perform the identification for one specific vector
of W. The ICA iteration for one user, say the first user, can be initialized by using
known symbols as

w(0) = E{ys(i) b1,i } = E{Wbi b1,i } = W[0100...0] T .

(84)

For updating w(0), FastICA algorithm is used and performed until |w(t) H w(t −
1)| is close enough to 1. The operation is as

w(t) = E{ys(i) (w(t − 1) H ys(i) ) ∗ |w(t − 1) H ys(i) |2 } − γw(t − 1) ,

(85)

here γ is defined as 2 , and | · | stands for absolute value here. Due to w H (0)ys(i) =
b̂1,i , this step actually equals to find maximum nongaussianity for independent
components.
After that, the two-dimensional code acquisition can then be performed by
searching the maximum output power from the two-dimensional spectrum as

1/2
ĥ1 .
{τ̂1 , θ̂1 } = argmaxτ,θ w H (t)ÛsH Λ̂−
s

(86)

In the work of the thesis, FastICA algorithm is considered and applied for twodimensional code acquisition in the special case of the DS-CDMA array model
(35) with single path (L=1) and ak,l,i = ak,i = ak is constant during a block of
symbols, hence the first user’s space-time code vector is defined as ĥ1 = c1,1 ⊗
a1,1 = c1 ⊗ a1 .
The utilization of FastICA algorithm in wireless communications is bounded
within a static non-fading environment. The reason is that a necessary and sufficient condition, which is at most one gaussian signal among the source signals,
is required in ICA. In wireless DS-CDMA communication systems, fading channel is often inevitable and causes the transmitted signals to obey more and more
gaussian distribution. Hence, ICA is hardened to the fading channel. Below,
ICA-FS as an effective method is suggested to solve the problem in that case.
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4.1.3 ICA-FS for CDMA
With single path assumption, the received signals (35) can be decomposed into
four parts called first user’s signal, ISI, MAI, and noise interference as
ri = h1 a1,i b1,i + h1 a1,i−1 b1,i−1 + h1 a1,i+1 b1,i+1
| {z } |
{z
}
ISI

desiredterm
K

+

(87)

∑ (hk ak,i−1 bk,i−1 + hk ak,i bk,i + hk ak,i+1 b1,i+1 )

k =2

|

{z

}

MAI

+

ni
|{z}

.

noiseterm

It can be further expressed as
ri = h1 a1,i b1,i + I ISI (i) + I MAI (i) + In(i) .

(88)

The key point of the ICA-FS algorithm is to isolate the first user from the interferences. Hence, a pre-processing operation can at first be performed by multiplying
Z on ri , and Z is given as [17]
Z = I M ⊗ diag(F g1 (0))−1 F ,

(89)

where g1 (0) is the code vector of the first user with time delay τ = 0. F is
2N × 2N dimensional fourier transform matrix, and has the form as

F = [ψ0 , ψ1 , ..., ψ2N −1 ]

,

(90)

where ψ = [ψ0 , ψ1 , ..., ψ2N −1 ] T and ψ = e− j(2π/2N ) . Applying Z on hk , hk , and hk
leads to the time delays to be mapped to phase shifts in the frequency domain.
For example, for a particular hk , we have
I M ⊗ diag(F g1 (0))−1 F hk = ak ⊗ (diag(F g1 (0))−1 diagF gk (0)ψτk ) .

(91)

⊗ ψτ1 .

If and only if k = 1, (91) can be simplified to a1
Hence, by applying the same operation to the received data ri , the discretised signal vector is thus transformed to
rFS(i) = Zri

(92)

= Zh1 a1,i b1,i + ZI ISI (i) + ZI MAI (i) + ZIn(i)
= a1 ⊗ ψτ1 a1,i b1,i + ZI ISI (i) + ZI MAI (i) + ZIn(i) .
Due to the low cross-correlations, the column of HFS for k 6= 1, are with a lower
norm. So the contribution of interferences is decreased.
After the pre-processing operation, the space-time array model (35) can be
rewritten as
rFS(i) = HFS Ai bi + nFS(i) .
(93)
The above function still obeys the DS-CDMA array model (35), and the linear
ICA data model (70). We make a mark "FS" in the above function. rFS(i) is the
observed signals after the pre-processing operation, and nFS(i) denotes the noise
vector after the pre-processing operation. From (93), we see the pre-processing
operation is actually performed on the matrix H of (35).
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4.2 EV-t algorithm for two-dimensional code acquisition
In this section, the subspace-based algorithm EV-t is addressed for two-dimensional code acquisition.
For subspace-based methods, a general cost function can be defined for parameter estimation as
H
{τ̂1,1 , θ̂1,1 , · · · , τ̂1,L , θ̂1,L } = argmax/argminτ,θ ĥ1,l
H(R)ĥ1,l .

(94)

Natural extensions of the general cost function can be achieved with different
definitions of H(R), e.g. H(R) = Ûn ÛnH results in MUSIC algorithm, and H(R) =
1 H
Ûn Λ̂−
n Ûn results in EV algorithm. They look for the desired user’s space-time
response vector at the correct time delay and angle offset must be orthogonal to
the noise subspace. Meanwhile, they are developed without any consideration to
access the source signals.
However, the proposed EV-t algorithm has two different characters with
the general subspace-based methods, e.g. MUSIC and EV. First of all, instead
of searching the minimum projection of the desired signal’s space-time response
vector on the noise subspace, we search the maximum projection of the desired
signal’s space-time response vector on the signal subspace. Secondly, we utilize
the training sequence. In digital communication systems, the modulation format
of the transmitted signals is known to the receiver, although the transmitted symbol stream is unknown. In mobile communication systems, a known preamble
may be added to the message for training purposes. Distinguish to the general
subspace-based methods without considering any knowledge of the source signal, the proposed EV-t algorithm utilizes the support of the training sequence.
Hence, the weight vector of EV-t for two-dimensional code acquisition is
defined as
1 H
wEV −t = Ûs Λ̂−
s Ûs ȟ1 .

(95)

H
As we define Ẑ (θ, τ ) = wEV
−t ĥ1,l , the two-dimensional code acquisition can be
performed as

{τ̂1,1 , θ̂1,1 , ..., τ̂1,L , θ̂1,L } = argmaxτ,θ Ẑ (θ, τ )
H
= argmaxτ,θ wEV
−t ĥ1,l ,

(96)

In (95), ȟ1 is the estimated space-time response vector by the help of training
sequence. Due to the assumption As1, E{HAi bi b1,i } = ∑lL=1 h1,l a1,l,i . Hence the
first user’s training sequence B1 = [b1,1 , ..., b1,I ] T can be used to roughly estimate
h1,l . Since then we have ȟ1 = ∑lL=1 h1,l a1,l + ň, where a1,l = ∑iI=1 a1,l,i .
The EV-t algorithm for two-dimensional code acquisition can be briefly described in three steps as following:
1. Eigen-decompose the sample correlation matrix R̂r = 1I ∑iI=1 ri riH to form
the mutual orthogonal signal subspace and noise subspace as
R̂r = Ûs Λ̂s ÛsH + Ûn Λ̂n ÛnH .

(97)
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2. Calculate wEV −t by utilizing the training sequence of the first user. Due
to uncorrelatedness of symbols, the weight vector of EV-t can be expressed as
1 H
−1 H
wEV −t = Ûs Λ̂−
s Ûs RB1 = Ûs Λ̂s Ûs ȟ1 .

(98)

3. Perform the two-dimensional code acquisition by searching the maximum projections of the desired user’s space-time response vector on the signal subspace. The parameters are estimated by searching the maximum peaks
through a two-dimensional spectra as

{τ̂1,1 , θ̂1,1 , ..., τ̂1,L , θ̂1,L } = argmaxτ,θ Ẑ (θ, τ )
H
= argmaxτ,θ wEV
−t ĥ1,l .

(99)

If eigenvalues/eigenvectors are accurately estimated, L maximum peaks indicating space-time directions of the first user can be caught.

4.3 Overview of articles
This section summarizes the seven publications attached to the thesis. The publications are published as individual pieces of research in one journal paper and
six conference papers. Three papers utilizing ICA based algorithms for twodimensional code acquisition are included in the first subsection. The other four
papers addressing the EV-t algorithm for two-dimensional code acquisition are
contained in the second subsection.
4.3.1 ICA for channel parameter acquisition
Traditionally, ICA searches a linear transformation on the observed variables, and
results in a set of independent components. In this application only the source
signals are of interest. However, instead of separating the source signals, we are
more interested in using ICA for parameter estimation. Actually, in [10] [12], FastICA algorithm has been used for time delay estimation. In this thesis, the application of ICA for parameter estimation is extended. Publication I focuses on the
application of ICA for two-dimensional code acquisition in DS-CDMA systems.
Publication II presents a further exploited ICA to perform the two-dimensional
code acquisition. Publication III demonstrates that the further exploited ICA is an
efficient method for two-dimensional code acquisition when the wireless channel
suffers from fading.
I. R. Wu, T. Ristaniemi, "Joint Time Delay and DOA Estimation in CDMA Communication Using FastICA Algorithm", In Proceedings of the 8th International
Conference on Cellular and Intelligent Communications(CIC 2003), Oct. 28-31,
2003, Seoul, Korea.
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Generally, the spatial parameter DOA and the temporal parameter time delay are separately estimated. In wireless communication systems, each propagated signal is a function of time delay and DOA. Hence, this paper pays attention on the two-dimensional code acquisition.
Firstly, the data model in this paper is established as a special case of (35),
while the path number of each user is set as L = 1 and the attenuation factors ak,l,i = ak,i = ak are constant during a block of symbols. In this case, the
space-time array manifold H = [h1 , h1 , h1 , ..., hK , hK , hK ]. The matrix Ai = A =
diag{ a1,i−1 , a1,i , a1,i+1 , ..., aK,i−1 , aK,i , aK,i+1 } and the vector bi = [b1,i−1 , b1,i , b1,i+1 ,
. . . , bK,i−1 , bK,i , bK,i+1 ] T . Due to the similarity of the linear ICA data model and the
DS-CDMA array model, ICA is suggested and applied for two-dimensional code
acquisition.
The conducted simulations are to investigate the performance of ICA on
the effect of the increasing user numbers, SNR, and MAI. The simulation results
show that, even if the channel contains more users, ICA can perform a clear parameter estimation especially for time delay with a much wider MAI region. In
addition, the simulation results indicate that the performance of ICA can be enhanced especially with moderate/high SNR values.
II. T. Ristaniemi, R. Wu, "Interference Suppression for Spatial-Temporal Propagation Parameters Identification in Wireless Communications", In Proceedings
of the IEEE Communications, Circuits and Systems Conference (ICCCAS’04), pp.
1022-1026, June 27-29, 2004, Chengdu, China.
This paper exploits the ICA-FS algorithm for two-dimensional code acquisition. Similarly to the publication I, the data model established in this paper is
a single path DS-CDMA array model (35), and the attenuation factors ak,l,i = ak
are constant during a block of symbols. The first step of the ICA-FS algorithm is
to perform a pre-processing operation on the received signals ri . After the preprocessing operation, the space-time array model (35) is rewritten as
rFS(i) = HFS (θ, ψ)Abi + nFS(i) .

(100)

Then, ICA is utilized to perform the two-dimensional code acquisition on the
above data model.
Using ICA, the whitening operation is processed as
1/2 H
yFS(i) = Λ̂−
Ûs rFS(i) .
s

(101)

Then, FastICA algorithm is used to update one specific basic vectors of the matrix
WFS . The operation is processed as
wFS(i) (t) = E{yFS(i) (wFS(i) (t − 1) H yFS(i) ) ∗ |wFS(i) (t − 1) H yFS(i) |2 } (102)

− γwFS(i) (t − 1) .
Corresponding to the first user, the initial value is defined as wFS(i) (0) = yFS(i) b1,i .
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Finally, the two-dimensional code acquisition is processed as
−1/2 H
H
τ1
{τ̂1 , θ̂1 } = argmax τ,θ wFS
(i ) ( t ) Λ̂ FS Û FS (a1 ⊗ ψ ) .

(103)

In this paper, we conduct the simulations to achieve an insight into the ICA-FS algorithm and examine its performance on the effect of the varying MAI, SNR, the
frame length, and the number of users. Through the pre-processing operation,
the interferences are effectively suppressed in the frequency domain. Hence, numerical results show that the ICA-FS algorithm usually reaches a better achieved
probability acquisition than the traditional FastICA algorithm, especially for time
delay estimation.
III. R. Wu, T. Ristaniemi, "Spatial-Temporal Propagation Parameter Estimation in the Asynchronous DS-CDMA Systems over Fading Channel", In Proceedings of the IEEE Communications and Information Technologies Symposium
(ISCIT 2004), pp. 166-170, Oct. 26-29, 2004, Sapporo, Japan.
In this paper, the data model is established with a single path assumption.
As a mobile is moving, the wireless channel is no longer constant in time. With a
high carrier frequency, the fading channel changes rapidly over time. Hence, the
attenuation factors are defined approximately constant over the time span of only
one symbol, and the matrix Ai = diag{ a1,i−1 , a1,i , a1,i+1 , ..., aK,i−1 , aK,i , aK,i+1 }. Due
to the pre-processing operation, (35) has a new form as
rFS(i) = HFS (θ, ψ)Ai bi + nFS(i) .

(104)

Then, the whitening operation is processed on the above data model. After that,
one specific basis vector of the matrix W corresponding to the first user is updated by FastICA algorithm, and the two-dimensional code acquisition is finally
performed.
In this paper, the performed simulations for two-dimensional code acquisition are examined in an asynchronous direct sequence spread spectrum communication system with the presence of Rayleigh fading effects. The ICA-FS algorithm is tested in the cases of the varying number of antenna elements, MAI, SNR,
and block length. Due to the pre-processing operation, the numerical simulations
show ICA-FS may clearly generate better results, even through the computational
complexity is almost the same as the traditional FastICA algorithm.
4.3.2 EV-t for channel parameter acquisition
As mentioned in section 4.2, EV-t is a subspace based method which utilizes the
training sequence support. In publication VI, we apply EV-t for two-dimensional
code acquisition in an uncorrelated multipath scenario. In publication V, the application of EV-t for two-dimensional code acquisition is not limited in uncorrelated multipath propagation, and its performance is analyzed in both an uncorrelated and coherent multipath environment. In publication VI, we derive a general
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asymptotic statistical analysis of EV-t, e.g. the mean and variance of EV-t for twodimensional code acquisition. Furthermore, in publication VII, a comparison of
EV-t and MUSIC for two-dimensional code acquisition is given.
IV. R. Wu, T. Ristaniemi, "EV-t Method for Parameter Estimation in DS-CDMA
Communications", In Proceedings of the Third IEEE International Workshop on
Intelligent Signal Processing (WISP’2005), pp. 328-333, Sep. 1-3, 2005, Faro, Portugal.
In wireless communication systems, the transmitted signal is propagated
through a multipath to a receiver, hence in this paper the data model is established with the assumption that each user has L paths propagation. The attenuation factors are assumed to be approximate constant over the time span of only
one symbol. In this paper, the correlation coefficient between the various paths
from the same user is defined as e.g. ρk(l,l 0 ) = E{ ak,l,i a∗ 0 }/E{|| ak,l,i ||} E{|| a∗ 0 ||}
fi fiH

k,l ,i

Ai AiH

k,l ,i

= 0. In this case the correlation matrix R f (i) =
=
= R A(i) is diagonal.
In this paper, the EV-t algorithm is first presented. Utilizing the available
training sequence, the two-dimensional code acquisition is performed as
{τ̂1,1 , θ̂1,1 , ..., τ̂1,L , θ̂1,L } = argmaxτ,θ Ẑ (θ, τ )
H
= argmaxτ,θ wEV
−t ĥ1,l .

(105)

The searched L maximum peaks through the two-dimensional spectrum indicate
the sets of space-time parameters corresponding to the first user.
Then this paper analyzes the performance of the EV-t algorithm under the
assumption of the uncorrelated multipath propagation environment. The limitations of the algorithm resulted from the perturbation on the estimated eigenvalue and eigenvectors in the signal subspace [44] [83], and the estimated ȟ1 are
addressed.
In this paper, EV-t is tested in the environment of an asynchronous DSCDMA uplink channel where the received multi-user signals undergo a frequency
selective Rayleigh fading. The simulations in this paper examine the performance
of EV-t with the increasing length of training sequence and varying MAI. Generally, subspace based methods, e.g. MUSIC, require a large symbol collection to
achieve the asymptotic regime. However, the simulation results tell the fact that
the performance of EV-t does not suffer from the need for a large set of symbol
collection. As the collected symbols only reaches 3KL, a high probability acquisition is possible by using EV-t. Meanwhile, EV-t can perform parameter estimation
in a high MAI environment.
V. R. Wu, T. Ristaniemi, "Semi-Blind Two-Dimensional Code Acquisition in
CDMA Communications", International Journal of Signal Processing, Vol. 3,
No. 1, pp. 30-38, 2006.
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In this paper, the data model is established as (35). The correlation coefficients between the various paths are not limited to the uncorrelated case as publication IV did. The performance of EV-t for two-dimensional code acquisition
is analyzed both in an uncorrelated and coherent multipath environment in DSCDMA arrays.
In this paper, we first assume the correlation coefficients between the various paths from the same user are zeros, the mean of EV-t for the first user first
path is derived as
H
H
E{wEV
−t ĥ1,1 }un = ȟ1

D

∑ E{ûd λ̂−d 1ûdH }ĥ1,1

(106)

d =1

H
H
= a1,1 h1,1
u1 λ1−1 u1H ĥ1,1 + χ1 a1,1 h1,1
u1 u1H ĥ1,1 + O(

1
) ,
I2

where D = 3KL. The perturbation coefficient χ1 is given as
χ1 =

1 D
1
σ2 (2N M − D )
(∑
−
) .
I d =2 ( λ 1 − λ d )
( λ1 − σ 2 )2

(107)

As the correlation relationships between the various paths from the same user are
coherent, the mean of EV-t for the first user first path is derived as
H
H
E{wEV
−t ĥ1 }co = ȟ1

=
+

D

∑ E{ûd λ̂−d 1ûdH }ĥ1,1

d =1
H
H
a1,1 h1,1
u1 λ1−1 u1H ĥ1,1 + χ1 a1,1 h1,1
u1 u1H ĥ1,1
L
1
H
(a1,l λ1−1 + χl a1,l )h1,l
u1 u1H ĥ1,1 + O( 2 )
I
l =2

∑

(108)

,

where the perturbation coefficient χl is given as
1 D
1
σ2 (2NM − D )
χl = ( ∑
−
) .
I d =1 ( λ l − λ d )
( λ l − σ 2 )2

(109)

d6=l

This paper indicates that the performance of EV-t depends highly on the coefficients a1,l and perturbation coefficients χl for l = 1, ..., L. Due to a1,l is integrity
of a1,l,i , its probability distribution can not be defined. Hence, the performance
degradation can be caused by a1,l with increasing length of training sequence I.
VI. R. Wu, T. Ristaniemi, "The Performance Analysis of EV-t method for TwoDimensional Code Acquisition", In Proceedings of the First IEEE Workshop on
Computational Advances in Multi-Sensor Adaptive Processing (CAMSAP’2005),
pp. 229-232, Dec. 13-15, 2005, Puerto Vallarta, Jalisco State, Mexico.
In this paper the data model is established as (35), and the correlation coefficient between the various paths from the same user is defined as 0 ≤ ρk(l,l 0 ) ≤ 1.
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Due to the high-correlation/coherency of the various paths, the correlation matrix R f (i) = fi fiH = Ai AiH = R A(i) has a rank reduction.
First, this paper gives an overview of the EV-t algorithm. Then, this paper
presents a rigorous statistical analysis for the EV-t algorithm. The performance
analysis of the EV-t algorithm given in publications IV and V is limited to uncorrelated and coherent propagation environments. This paper relaxes this limitation, and a general asymptotic statistical analysis, e.g. the mean of the EV-t
algorithm for the two-dimensional code acquisition is derived as
H
E{ Ẑ (θ, τ ))} = E{wEV
−t ĥ1,1 }

=

1 D σ2 (2N M − D ) H
1 H
H
ĥ
−
ȟ
u
u
ȟ1 ud udH ĥ1,1
∑ λd 1 d d 1,1 I ∑
2
2
(λd − σ )
d =1
d =1

+

1
1 D D
1
ȟ1H ud udH ĥ1,1 + O( 2 ) .
∑
∑
I d = 1 f =1 ( λ d − λ f )
I

(110)

D

f 6=d

The performance of the EV-t algorithm is tested in the environment of an
asynchronous DS-CDMA system with a frequency selective Rayleigh fading channel. The conducted simulations in this paper examine the behavior of EV-t as a
function of correlation coefficient varying from 0.1 to 1. Meanwhile, EV-t is examined in the effect of MAI in the coherent multipath propagation environment. The
simulation results show EV-t suits the two-dimensional code acquisition well in a
high-correlated/coherent multipath propagation environment without knowing
the correlation relationship between the various paths from the same user, and it
is a more powerful estimator to resist high MAI. We should mention here that the
simulations are examined with a small received set of samples (symbols).
VII. R. Wu, T. Ristaniemi, "Performance Comparison of EV-t and MUSIC for
Two-Dimensional Code Acquisition", In Proceedings of IEEE International Symposium on Wireless Pervasive Computing 2006 (ISWPC’06), pp. 1-5, Jan. 16-18,
2006, Phuket, Thailand.
In this paper, the performance of the EV-t algorithm is compared to the traditional MUSIC algorithm, as they are used for the two-dimensional code acquisition. We use Q̂(θ, τ ) to present MUSIC algorithm for two-dimensional code
acquisition. Imitating [44], the mean of Q̂(θ, τ ) can be given as
E{ Q̂(θ, τ )}

= Q(θ, τ ) +

σ2

(111)
D

1
λd
H
[(2N M − D )|ĥ1,l
ud |2 − Q(θ, τ )] + O( 2 ) .
2
2
IX d=1 (λd − σ )
I

∑

If σ2 is small enough, the performance of MUSIC does well with one order of λd .
In this paper, the eigenvalues are further analyzed. It proves that the eigenvalues
are proportional to the signal power, and the length of space-time response vector.
The length of a space-time response vector is a product of the processing gain and
the number of antenna elements.
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The simulations in this paper examine the behavior of MUSIC and EV-t
methods as a function of the number of users with different lengths of spacetime response vectors. Although the performance of MUSIC has a great improvement with the increasing length of the space-time response vector, it still can not
achieve high probability acquisition as EV-t in a high MAI environment.

4.4 Further analysis
In general, the array response vectors corresponding to different θ are assumed
linearly independent. However it is a weak assumption to equivalently keep the
array manifold to be a full column rank [62]. Hence, a reasonable consideration that low correlation coefficient, e.g. ρs , exists between two array response
vectors. In this thesis, the array response vector is replaced by the space-time
response vector in the DS-CDMA array model. Each space-time response vector, e.g. hk,l , is a combination of the array response vector ak,l determined by the
array geometry, and the code vector ck,l depending on the pseudorandom code
sequence. [48] assumes that the columns in space-time array manifold are linearly
independent. In Appendix 1, we prove, compared to the correlation coefficients
of array response vectors, the correlation coefficients of space-time response vectors have, e.g. √1 , degradation in the DS-CDMA array model. Hence, we can
N
say that the assumption of linear independence for the space-time response vectors is stronger with the increasing processing gain N. This section gives some
detailed performance analysis of MUSIC for two-dimensional code acquisition,
and the analysis is based on the assumption that the processing gain N is large
enough. To simplify the complex calculation, the analysis on the asymptotic statistical properties of MUSIC is derived in the special case that each user has two
resolvable paths.
H u |2 , d = 1, ..., D and l = 1, 2, are princiDue to the eigenvalues λd and |h1,l
d
H u |2
pally important for asymptotic statistical analysis, in this section λd and |h1,l
d
for d = 1, ..., D and l = 1, 2, are primarily examined. Then the asymptotic statistical properties of MUSIC for two-dimensional code acquisition are derived later
on.
4.4.1 Array structure decomposition
At first, we use λ̇d = λd − σ2 to denote the noise free eigenvalue. In this case,
H

HR A(i) H ,

Us Λ̇s UsH

D

=

∑ ud λ̇d udH

.

(112)

d =1

Due to multiple users share the same channel in DS-CDMA systems, HR A(i) H H is
H u |2 for d = 1, ..., D
a high order matrix. It is very complex to calculate λ̇d and |h1,l
d
and l = 1, 2. Therefore, the evaluation process is divided into two steps. The first
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step is to reshape the manifold matrix H, the matrix Ai , and the vector bi . MeanH u |2 for
while, the received data ri is unvaried. The second step is to evaluate |h1,l
d
d = 1, ..., D and l = 1, 2, and the sum and product of the noise free eigenvalues. In
the first step, the new formed correlation matrix of HAi bi is separated to several
H u |2 , for d = 1, ..., D and
block matrices. This leads the evaluation of λ̇d and |h1,l
d
l = 1, 2, to be simplified. Such that as showed in the second step, whose λ̇d and
H u |2 only correspond to the first user are needed to be evaluated.
|h1,l
d
First step
To simplify the calculation, HAi bi is firstly rewritten as
HAi bi , H̃Ãi b̃i .

(113)

H, Ai , and bi are re-expressed as H̃, Ãi , and b̃i respectively. H̃ = [H1 , H1 , H1 , · · · ,
HK , HK , HK ], where Hk = [hk,1 , hk,2 ], Hk = [hk,1 , hk,2 ], and Hk = [hk,1 , hk,2 ]. Correspondingly Ãi = diag{A1 , A1 , A1 , ..., AK , AK , AK }, where Ak = [ ak,1,i−1 ak,2,i−1 ] T ,
Ak = [ ak,1,i ak,2,i ] T , Ak = [ ak,1,i+1 ak,2,i+1 ] T . b̃i has same form as bi . By the assumptions As1 and As2, the correlation matrix of H̃Ãi b̃i can be expressed as

[H1 , H1 , H1 , · · · , HK , HK , HK ]
diag[R A1 , R A1 , R A1 , ..., R AK , R AK , R AK ]
[H1 , H1 , H1 , · · · , HK , HK , HK ] H ,
where

Ã
R Ak =
R Ak
R Ak

0

0

ak,(1,1),i−1 ak,(1,2),i−1

(114)

!

,
0
0
ak,(2,1),i−1 ak,(2,2),i−1
Ã 0
!
0
ak,(1,1),i ak,(1,2),i
=
,
0
0
ak,(2,1),i ak,(2,2),i
Ã 0
!
0
ak,(1,1),i+1 ak,(1,2),i+1
=
.
0
0
ak,(2,1),i+1 ak,(2,2),i+1

(115)
(116)
(117)

0

a(·) are defined as on page 38. Actually, each block matrix in H̃R̃ A H̃ H contains
the information for one user only. From (114), we get
H̃R̃ A H̃ H =

K

H

∑ [Hk R Ak HkH + Hk R Ak HkH + Hk R Ak Hk ]

.

(118)

k =1

H

H
Using T Ak Λ̇ Ak T H
Ak , T Ak Λ̇ Ak T Ak , and T Ak Λ̇ Ak T Ak to represent the decompositions
of R Ak , R Ak , and R Ak , respectively, and assuming Λ̇ Ak , Λ̇ Ak , and Λ̇ Ak to be the
noise free eigenvalues, then under the assumption that the space-time response
vectors corresponding to distinct set {θ, τ } are linearly independent and diagonal
character of R̃ A , we have

H̃R̃ A H̃ H = Us Λ̇s UsH .

(119)
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H

In (119), Hk R Ak HkH = Uk Λ̇ Ak UkH , Hk R Ak HkH = Uk Λ̇ Ak UkH , and Hk R Ak Hk =
H

Uk Λ̇ Ak Uk for k = 1, ..., K. With two resolvable paths, Λ̇ Ak = [λ̇k,1 λ̇k,2 ], Λ̇ Ak =
[λ̇k,1 , λ̇k,2 ], and Λ̇ Ak = [λ˙ k,1 , λ˙ k,2 ] contain noise free eigenvalues for kth user. Uk ,
Uk , and Uk are matrices containing the corresponding eigenvectors.
Second step
H and ĥ , we have
Pre-multiplying and post-multiplying (119) by ĥ1,l
1,l
H
H
Us Λ̇s UsH ĥ1,l ,
ĥ1,l
H̃R̃ A H̃ H ĥ1,l = ĥ1,l

(120)

and the following equations are yielded
H
H
ĥ1,l
Hk R Ak HkH ĥ1,l = ĥ1,l
Uk Λ̇ Ak U H k ĥ1,l ,

(121)

H
H
Uk Λ̇ Ak UkH ĥ1,l ,
ĥ1,l
Hk R Ak HkH ĥ1,l = ĥ1,l

(122)

H

H
H
ĥ1,l
Hk R Ak Hk ĥ1,l = ĥ1,l
Uk Λ̇ Ak U H k ĥ1,l .

(123)

Since the eigenvectors span in the signal subspace, we have
H
H
H
|ĥ1,l
U1 |2 + |ĥ1,l
U1 |2 + |ĥ1,l
U1 | 2 +

(124)

H
H
H
UK |2 + |ĥ1,l
... + |ĥ1,l
UK |2 + |ĥ1,l
UK |2

= C1 + C1 + C1 ... + C K + CK + C K
= MN ,
where 0 ≤ C k , Ck , C k ≤ MN for k = 1, ..., K. We analyze (121), (122), (123) in three
cases at below.
H H = 0, ĥ H H = 0, and ĥ H H = 0 (by spaceFirst case For k 6= 1, we have ĥ1,l
k
1,l k
1,l k
time response vectors are linearly independent assumption). Thus, we get
H
|ĥ1,l
uk,1 |2 = MN

−λ̇k,2 C k
λ̇k,1 C k
H
, |ĥ1,l
uk,2 |2 = MN
,
λ̇k,1 − λ̇k,2
λ̇k,1 − λ̇k,2

(125)

H
|ĥ1,l
uk,1 |2 = MN

λ̇k,1 Ck
−λ̇k,2 Ck
H
, |ĥ1,l
,
uk,2 |2 = MN
λ̇k,1 − λ̇k,2
λ̇k,1 − λ̇k,1

(126)

H
|ĥ1,l
uk,1 |2 = MN

−λ̇k,2 C k
λ̇k,1 − λ̇k,2

H
, |ĥ1,l
uk,2 |2 = MN

λ̇k,1 C k
λ̇k,1 − λ̇k,2

.

(127)

Because R Ak , R Ak , and R Ak are positive semidefinite matrices, the eigenvalues
are nonnegative. Meanwhile, due to | · |2 ≥ 0 in (125) (126) (127), we get C k = 0,
Ck = 0, and C k = 0 for k 6= 1.
H H = 0, and ĥ H H = 0 (by space-time
Second case For k = 1, we have ĥ1,l
1
1,l 1
response vectors are linearly independent assumption). Similarly to the first case,
we derive C1 = 0 and C1 = 0. Therefore from (124), we get C1 = MN.
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Third case
we derive

H H 6 = 0. Utilizing ĥ H H R H H ĥ
H
H
For k = 1, ĥ1,l
1
1,l 1 A1 1 1,l = ĥ1,l U1 Λ A1 U1 ĥ1,l ,

H
|ĥ1,1
u1,l |2

l

= (−1) MN

λ̇1,l 0 − MN | E{ a1,1,i }|2

,

(128)

,

(129)

λ̇1,1 + λ̇1,2 = MN | E{ a1,1,i }|2 + MN | E{ a1,2,i }|2 ,

(130)

λ̇1,1 λ̇1,2 = ( MN )2 Y ,

(131)

H
|ĥ1,2
u1,l |2

l

= (−1) MN

λ̇1,1 − λ̇1,2
λ̇1,l 0 − MN | E{ a1,2,i }|2
λ̇1,1 − λ̇1,2

0

where l 6= l. Meanwhile due to H1 R A1 H1H = U1 Λ̇ A1 U1H , we get

∗ }|2 . From the three case analyzed
where Y = | E{ a1,1,i }|2 | E{ a1,2,i }|2 − | E{ a1,1,i a1,2,i
H u |2 and |ĥ H u |2 do not equal to zero.
above, only |ĥ1,l
1,1
1,l 1,2

4.4.2 Performance evaluation for MUSIC
For DOA estimation, general expressions of the mean and variance of MUSIC
algorithm in the space array model are derived in [44]. We use E[ Q̂(θ, τ )] =
H Û Û H ĥ
H
H
ĥ1,l
n n 1,l = ĥ1,l (I − Ûs Ûs )ĥ1,l to present MUSIC algorithm for the two-dimensional code acquisition. Imitating [44], the general expression of the mean of
Q̂(θ, τ ) is derived as
E{ Q̂(θ, τ )}

= Q(θ, τ ) +

σ2

(132)
D

λd
1
H
2
[(
2N
M
−
D
)|
ĥ
u
|
−
Q
(
θ,
τ
)]
+
O
(
) ,
d
1,l
IX d=1 (λd − σ2 )2
I2

∑

and the general variance of Q̂(θ, τ ) is derived as
Var { Q̂(θ, τ )} =

D
λd
2σ2
1
H
Q(θ, τ ) ∑
|ĥ1,l
ud | 2 + O ( 2 ) .
2
2
I
I
d =1 ( λ d − σ )

(133)

With the assumption that the space-time response vectors corresponding to distinct set {θ, τ } are linearly independent, for the special case that each user has two
resolvable paths, the mean of (132) in the directions of {θ1,1 , τ1,1 } and {θ1,2 , τ1,2 }
can be obtained as
E{| a1,l 0 ,i }|2
σ2 (2NM − D ) σ2
E{ Q̂(θ, τ )} = Q(θ, τ ) +
[
+
(134)
IX
MNY
Y
σ2 (| E{ a1,1,i }|2 + | E{ a1,2,i }|2 )| E{ a1,l 0 ,i }|2
1
−
] + O( 2 ) .
2
MNY
I
The bias is

| E{ a1,l 0 ,i }|2
σ2 (2NM − D ) σ2
η =
[
+
IX
MNY
Y
2
2
2
σ (| E{ a1,1,i }| + | E{ a1,2,i }| )| E{ a1,l 0 ,i }|2
1
−
] + O( 2 )
2
MNY
I

(135)
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and the variance of (133) is

| E{ a1,l 0 ,i }|2
2σ2
σ2
Var { Q̂(θ, τ )} =
Q(θ, τ )[
+
(136)
I
MNY
Y
σ2 (| E{ a1,1,i }|2 + | E{ a1,2,i }|2 )| E{ a1,l 0 ,i }|2
1
−
] + O( 2 ) ,
2
MNY
I
0

where l 6= l . The goal for accurate parameter estimation is to mitigate η. (132)
shows that the degradation of η can be achieved by enlarging I, X, Y, and MN.
Here MN is defined as the length of a space-time response vector. Due to the
high-correlation/coherency, Y turns to small. This results in η to be higher. In
[44], X = 1 in (111) for MUSIC algorithm, and X = 2 is derived as using the
one forward-backward smoothing to mitigate the huge bias caused by two coherent sources in the space array model. Distinguish to [44] enlarging X, the
derived asymptotic statistical properties show that the length of space-time response vector can be considered for mitigating the huge bias caused by highcorrelation/coherency in the DS-CDMA array model. Since the processing gain
N is as denumerate in (135), a further performance improvement is given with
the increasing N. One can see from (135) that the first and third terms have a N
degradation. Meanwhile form (136), we see Var { Q̂(θ, τ )} is zero within a first
order approximation.

Numerical experiments
Some numerical examples illustrate the MUSIC algorithm for two-dimensional
code acquisition in an asynchronous DS-CDMA uplink channel where the received multi-user signals undergo frequency selective Rayleigh fading.
For each simulation, only the code of the first user is known. Any parameters, such as time-varying attenuation factors, are assumed to be unknown.
Gold codes of length N = 15 and N = 31 are used for spreading. A uniform
linear array with a half wavelength element spacing is used. Time delays are
assumed discrete and uniformly distributed over [0, 0.1, ..., 12] chips for N = 15
and [0, 0.1, ..., 21] chips for N = 31. The angle spread is within a span of 60◦ . The
number of users K is set as 1 and 5 respectively, and the number of resolvable
paths is L = 2. The total number of source signals is 3KL. Due to the limited information that only the number of incident signals is known, the signal subspace
dimension is defined D = 3KL, even for coherent multipath propagation. We
assume τ1,1 < τ1,2 . All simulation results are based on 1000 independent runs.
The parameters {θ1,1 , τ1,1 } and {θ1,2 , τ1,2 } are estimated by picking the two
largest values from a two-dimensional searching spectrum. A successful acquisition is regarded when the estimation error of the time delay is less than half a
chip duration, and the estimation error of DOA is less than 3◦ . With a successful
acquisition, the estimation accuracy is measured using the root mean-square error (RMSE). In this thesis, RMSE for time delay and DOA are given respectively
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as

q
RMSEτ =
RMSEθ =

q

E[(τ̂ − τ )2 ]|(|τ̂ − τ | ≤ Tc /2) ,

(137)

E[(θ̂ − θ )2 ]|(|θ̂ − θ | ≤ 3o ) .

Tables 1 and 2 list the probabilities of a successful time delay acquisition for the
first and second paths. Tables 3 and 4 list the probabilities of a successful DOA
acquisition for the first and second paths respectively. Generally, the estimation
performance of MUSIC is increased with large SNR or symbol collection. Because
the much longer processing gain causes a much stronger assumption of linear independence, here we mainly examine the effect of the space-time response vector’s length for successful parameter acquisition. In the set of simulations, we fix
M as 10, and chose N as 15 and 31 respectively. Such, the length of space-time
response vectors are 150 for N = 15, and 310 for N = 31. In the tables, the average SNRs are chosen as 0dB, 10dB, and 20dB. In K = 5 case, all the interfering
users have the same energy as for the desired user. Meanwhile, we set each user
an equal-energy two-path Rayleigh fading channel, and I = 200. The correlation coefficients ρk(l,l 0 ) between two paths for each user are set at the same value.
In this thesis, four distinct values ρk(l,l 0 ) = 0, 0.5, 0.8, 1 are examined. The first
thing that stands out from the tables is that the achieved probabilities of acquisition for the five users case are quite the same as the one user case when N = 31
for the four correlation relationships. However, when N = 15, the probabilities
of a successful acquisition for the five users case are lower compared to the one
user case. The phenomenon tells that the large value of N causes the linear independence of space-time response vectors to be a stronger assumption. Hence,
as the parameters are estimated in a two-dimensional spectrum, interfering users
are shielded away. In this case, the system turns to be no MAI, in other words,
a one user system. Meanwhile, here we note that 2N M − D is proportional to
N as D is fixed. The bias in (135) may go up by increasing N, hence one can
see from the tables that the achieved probabilities of acquisition for N = 31 are
lower than for N = 15 in case of SNR = 0dB and K = 1 situation. The second
thing stands out that high probabilities of a successful acquisition are given for
the high-correlated/coherent two paths transmission. Compared to uncorrelated
two paths transmission, tables I and II shows that the probability of correct time
delay acquisition for coherent two paths only has 1.5% degradation as N = 31
and SNR = 20dB. However when N = 15 and SNR = 20dB, it has more than
10% reduction. The probabilities of correct DOA acquisition in tables III and IV
have the similar scene. It is hence expected that with a large value of space-time
response vector length, the performance of MUSIC is greatly improved.
In Figs 4-7, RMSEs are plotted as a function of varying Signal-to-Noise Ratio
(SNR) which is from 0dB to 20dB in increments of 2dB. The inspections of accuracy for two-dimensional code acquisition are performed in four distinct correlation relationships. As can be seen from the figures, MUSIC always provides
accurate DOA and time delay estimation when N = 31. Due to the time interval
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TABLE 1

Probabilities of successful time delay acquisition for the first path. Each user
has an equal-energy two-path Rayleigh fading channel. I = 200, M = 10,
D = 3KL. The average SNR = 0, 10, 20dB. As K = 5 case, MAI = 0dB.

K

1

SNR

0

10

20

0

10

20

N = 15

86.6

100

100

50.8

84.6

90.0

N = 31

60.0

100

100

66.0

99.3

99.3

N = 15

81.0

100

100

48.4

82.4

89.8

N = 31

58.0

100

100

64.0
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TABLE 2
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Probabilities of successful time delay acquisition for the second path. Each
user has an equal-energy two-path Rayleigh fading channel. I = 200, M = 10,
D = 3KL. The average SNR = 0, 10, 20dB. As K = 5 case, MAI = 0dB.
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TABLE 3

Probabilities of successful DOA acquisition for the first path. Each user has
an equal-energy two-path Rayleigh fading channel. I = 200, M = 10, D =
3KL.The average SNR = 0, 10, 20dB. As K = 5 case, MAI = 0dB.
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TABLE 4

5

Probabilities of successful DOA acquisition for the second path. Each user
has an equal-energy two-path Rayleigh fading channel. I = 200, M = 10,
D = 3KL. The average SNR = 0, 10, 20dB. As K = 5 case, MAI = 0dB.
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Tc /2 is set in the two-dimensional searching spectrum, the great enhancement
of accuracy estimation for time delay can not be seen as N = 31 in the coherent
multipath propagation environment.
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RMSE as a function of Signal-to-Noise (SNR) in an equal energy two-path
Rayleigh fading channel. There are K = 5 users. Symbols number is chosen
as 200. The number of antenna sensors is 10. All the interfering users have
equal energy as the desired user. The signal subspace D = 3KL. The correlation coefficients ρk(l,l 0 ) between two paths for each user are set same value.
ρSTV −k(l,l 0 ) = 0.
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RMSE as a function of Signal-to-Noise (SNR) in an equal energy two-path
Rayleigh fading channel. There are K = 5 users. Symbols number is chosen
as 200. The number of antenna sensors is 10. All the interfering users have
equal energy as the desired user. The signal subspace D = 3KL. The correlation coefficients ρk(l,l 0 ) between two paths for each user are set same value.
ρSTV −k(l,l 0 ) = 0.5.
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RMSE as a function of Signal-to-Noise (SNR) in an equal energy two-path
Rayleigh fading channel. There are K = 5 users. Symbols number is chosen
as 200. The number of antenna sensors is 10. All the interfering users have
equal energy as the desired user. The signal subspace D = 3KL. The correlation coefficients ρk(l,l 0 ) between two paths for each user are set same value.
ρSTV −k(l,l 0 ) = 0.8.
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RMSE as a function of Signal-to-Noise (SNR) in an equal energy two-path
Rayleigh fading channel. There are K = 5 users. Symbols number is chosen
as 200. The number of antenna sensors is 10. All the interfering users have
equal energy as the desired user. The signal subspace D = 3KL. The correlation coefficients ρk(l,l 0 ) between two paths for each user are set same value.
ρSTV −k(l,l 0 ) = 1.
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CONCLUSIONS

In this thesis, we present parametric algorithms to estimate the channel parameter in wireless communication systems. The focus is on the two-dimensional
code acquisition in DS-CDMA array model, and two main categorial algorithms
are developed.
The first is a semi-blind method based algorithm called ICA. The main benefit of applying ICA for two-dimensional code acquisition is its capability to combat the MAI problem. To handle a non-stationary environment, e.g. the case of
a fading channel, ICA is further developed. A pre-processing operation is performed in frequency domain to pre-suppress interferences before applying ICA
for two-dimensional code acquisition. In this case, a further benefit, which parameter estimation can be performed in the fading channel, is provided.
The second is a subspace based method called EV-t. EV-t looks for a maximum projection of the desired signal’s space-time direction on the signal subspace and searches the training sequence support which is assumed to be available. As EV-t is exploited for two-dimensional code acquisition, its advantage is
that the two-dimensional code acquisition can be performed in the high-correlated/coherent multipath propagation environment regardless the correlation between the various paths from the same user, and the parameter estimation is
performed with small received sets of samples in the high MAI environment.
Furthermore, this thesis analyzes the asymptotic statistical properties of
MUSIC in the special case that each user has two resolvable paths, and the analysis is based on the assumption that the space-time response vectors corresponding to distinct set {θ, τ } are linearly independent.
Based on the DS-CDMA array model, this thesis provides efficient algorithms for two-dimensional code acquisition. However, two -dimensional code
acquisition needs two dimensional search, the reduction in computational cost is
our next task.

APPENDIX 1
In DS-CDMA systems, the spreading code assigned to different users have special properties. With the assumption of a narrow auto-correlation for each user’s
spreading code vector, the autocorrelation coefficients can be designed as [23]
(
ρ

τk,l ,
|τk,l − τk,l 0 | = 0 ,
√
≈ τk,l , |τk,l − τk,l 0 | > Tc .

(138)

N ,
τk,l − τk,l 0 = 0 ,
√
≈ N , |τk,l − τk,l 0 | > Tc .

(139)

N − τk,l ,
|τk,l − τk,l 0 | = 0 ,
p
≈ N − τk,l , |τk,l − τk,l 0 | > Tc .

(140)

T
= ck,l
(τk,l )ck,l 0 =

0

CV −k (l,l )

(
T
ρCV −k(l,l 0 ) = ck,l
(τk,l )ck,l 0 =

(
T
ρCV −k(l,l 0 ) = ck,l
(τk,l )ck,l 0 =

Also the low cross-correlations for different users’s spreading code vectors
have the expression as
(
0 ,
|τk,l − τk0 ,l 0 | = 0 ,
T
(141)
ρ
=
ck,l
(
τk,l )ck,l 0 (τk0 ,l 0 ) =
√
0
0
CV −(k,k )(l,l )
≈ τk,l , |τk,l − τk0 ,l 0 | > Tc .
(
ρCV −(k,k0 )(l,l 0 ) =

T
ck,l
(τk,l )ck0 ,l 0

=

0 ,
|τk,l − τk0 ,l 0 | = 0 ,
√
≈ N , |τk,l − τk0 ,l 0 | > Tc .

(
T
ρCV −(k,k0 )(l,l 0 ) = ck,l
(τk,l )ck0 ,l 0 =

≈

p

(142)

0 ,
|τk,l − τk0 ,l 0 | = 0 ,
(143)
N − τk,l , |τk,l − τk0 ,l 0 | > Tc .

Due to ck,l , ck,l , and ck,l are the "previous", "current", and the "next" code vectors,
T ( τ )c 0 0 ≈ 0 and cT ( τ )c 0 0 ≈ 0 for k, k 0 =
the correlation coefficients of ck,l
k,l k ,l
k,l k,l k ,l
0

1, ..., K and l, l = 1, ..., L.
Generally, the linearly independent assumption of array response vectors
corresponding to distinct value θ are widely accepted. As it is a weak assumption,
a reasonable consideration that low correlation coefficient, e.g. ρs , exist between
two array response vectors with different θ. In this case, the auto-correlation
coefficients of space-time response vectors ρSTV −k(l,l 0 ) are as
(
ρ

0

STV −k (l,l )

H
hk,l 0 =
= hk,l

(
H
ρSTV −k(l,l 0 ) = hk,l
hk,l 0 =

τk,l , ρs
|τk,l − τk,l 0 | = 0 ,
√
≈ τk,l ρs , |τk,l − τk,l 0 | > Tc .

(144)

Nρs ,
|τk,l − τk,l 0 | = 0 ,
√
≈ Nρs , |τk,l − τk,l 0 | > Tc .

(145)
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(
ρSTV −k(l,l 0 ) =

H
hk,l hk,l 0

=

( N − τk,l )ρs , |τk,l − τk,l 0 | = 0 ,
p
≈ N − τk,l ρs , |τk,l − τk,l 0 | > Tc .

(146)

As |τk,l − τk,l 0 | = 0, the auto-correlation coefficients of the space-time response
vector are the same as the correlation coefficients of the array response vectors.
However, if |τk,l − τk,l 0 | > Tc , the auto-correlation coefficients of the space-time
√
response vectors have a . reduction compared to the correlation coefficients of
the array response vectors.
The cross-correlation coefficients of space-time response vectors are
(
0 ,
|τk,l − τk0 ,l 0 | = 0 ,
H
ρ
= hk,l
hk0 ,l 0 =
(147)
√
0
0
STV −(k,k )(l,l )
≈ τk,l ρs , |τk,l − τk0 ,l 0 | > Tc .
(
H
ρSTV −(k,k0 )(l,l 0 ) = hk,l
hk0 ,l 0 =

0 ,
|τk,l − τk0 ,l 0 | = 0 ,
√
≈ Nρs , |τk,l − τk0 ,l 0 | > Tc .

(
ρSTV −(k,k0 )(l,l 0 ) =

H
hk,l hk0 ,l 0

=

≈

p

(148)

0 ,
|τk,l − τk0 ,l 0 | = 0 ,
(149)
N − τk,l ρs , |τk,l − τk0 ,l 0 | > Tc .

As |τk,l − τk,l 0 | = 0, the cross-correlation coefficients of the space-time response
vectors equal to zeros. For the case of |τk,l − τk,l 0 | > Tc , the cross-correlation
coefficients of the space-time response vectors decrease √1 . order compared to the
correlation coefficients of the array response vectors.
In the space array model, the linearly independent assumption of array response vectors corresponding to different values θ are widely accepted. For distinct set {θ, τ }, we can say that the linearly independent assumption of the spacetime response vectors is more stronger than that of the array response vectors.
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